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The 'turkey ihqjs solemn suspicion
That he’ll get it soon “ am the meek,”
The seasons have reached their While ducks and fat roosters
r.re
sighing
.fruition,
In our barns fragrant treasures are “ Adieu” with each waddle and peck.
stored,
The small boy has visions estatic
At the meeting o f the North Frank And cellar and bin are repleted
And the boy with bald head, thinks Celebration Given by Juniors— Re- R eb:kahs and Odd Fellows Unite
lin Pom ona Grange at Strong in. Nfc With many a generous hoard.
with, zest
bekahs Install.
for Installation
vember, in addition to a most excel! The trees their gay raiment of pur Of what’s coming, and seriously won
lent regular session c f the Grange
pie
ders
(Special Correspondence.)
there was a fine program.
Among Of crimson and gold, all have cast,
If there’s ample lee-way in. h/is Vest.
A very enjoyable evening was
the num bers was an original poem by And bare, unprotected, stand dread
Rangeley, January 5.—W. E. Tib passed by the Rebekahs an-’1 ''Odd
one of the members, F. C,. Worth,ley
ing
The farmhouse is filled with
g l e e i betts and Harry Look went in to Fellow®' last evening at their joint in
•jrbiich: severa l wished to see printed i King Winter’s cold merciless blast.
Kennel;ago Tuesday, M r/Look return stagnation.
bustle
It wa® the first joint in
ing from Portland after spending the stall®tic n they have had since the
As mothers and helpers prepare
For the banquet, while savory odors IG iristma® holidays with his family.
lodges were instituted. District De
Harwood Childs returned Monday puty President Addle Briggs*' Norton
Like Aralby’s own, scent the air,
Miss Irene of Farmington was the installing of
While away, men, and women, gra t to Dartmouth College.
Kempton to Business College in Lew ficer of the Rebekah® and she was
care-worn
iston, Miss Emma Russell to her dut assisted by District Deputy
Are eagerly waiting the day
Grand
When they, once again, shall be ies at Phillips, Mason Russell return Marshall Della W. Luce of Farminger' to U. of M., Vance Oakes, Miss ten; Deputy Grand Secretary, Jmochildren
Though brow wrinkles and temples Stella Haley, “ Bun” Tiffany to Heib- gene Scamman; Deputy Grand Treas
r n Tuesday.
Wednesday, Mis® Mar urer, Evelyn, Currier; Deputy Grand
show gray.
jorie Oakes, Mis® Hildred Robertson, Chaplain, Lillian Sedgeiey;
Deputj
The day has arrived, and the o'd Charles Gibbs returned to Bates.
Grand Warden, Bertha Chandler; De
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Howe
and puty Grand Guardian, Addie Parker;
home
Looks down on its ‘‘young folks” once family of Rumford were recent guests Deputy Gbaud Herald, Edith Haley.
of Mrs. Howe’s sister, Mrs. W. E. The following officers were installed:
more,
Whole its windows seem Lit in glac Tibbetts.
Past Grand, Mamie Noble; N. G.,
greeting
Mir. and Mrs. David Quittniby are at Cora Dunham; v . G., Sadie Davis;
And there’s welcome in each oper their liorne on Dead River road for R. S., Berta Holt; F. S., Emma
(<
door.
the winter.
Greenwood; Treas., Eva Toothaker;
The G ood Old S tan d-by 99
When around the long table riicf
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Doak are re Chap., Ada Sweetser; Cond., Pearl
T h e gun that u sers sw ear by against all com ers.
Laden,
ceiving congratulations on the arrival Stewart; War., Lillian Toothaker; I.
Pick ou t s om e friend you kn ow w h o uses one.
The last one has taken his place,
G., Addle Parker; O. G., F. .B Dav
A sk him a b ou t it. Let him sh ow y o u th e Solid
of a son, January 4.
B reech , B ottom E jection —shells, s m ok e and
The silver-haired father arising
J. E, Peake®, who Was a week-end enport; R. S. N. G., Daisy Daven
gases g o down a w a y from you r fa ce; th ree Safety
Speaks slowly hi® reverent “ grace.”
guest
of Mrs. Addle Richardson, re port; L. S. N. G.. Edith- Haley; R.
D evices, sim ple T a k e-d ow n , the H am m erless
feature.
turned to lii:s work at Harvard Law S. V. G., Evelyn Currier; L. S. V. G.,
For renewal of seed-time and harvest School Monday.
Tress:e Carrol.
T h en w h en you are ready to buy it s o to the R em inston-U M C d ea ler in this com m unity. Y o u ’ ll kn ow him by
In accord with Thy promise of old,
the Rmd Ball M ark 'o f Rum ington-UM C—the Siyn eif
New Years eve a dance was held in The District Deputy President of
S portsm en 's H eadquarters.
For that Thou has shielded this ra Furbish hall.
Music by a Rumford the Odd Fellows is Geo. W- Grover
To k e e p you r sun clea n ed and lub rica ted right,
tion
orchestra.
The proceeds which a- and he wa® assisted by District De
use R em O il, the n ew p ow d er solv en t, rust pre*
Tentative and gun lubricant.
From war with its horror® untold.
mcun,ted to about $10 were presented puty Grand Marshall, Walter Scott
For the love, and the care
which to the Senior class, R. H. S. T6.
Remington Arma-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
Taathaker; D. G. S., Dana Aldrich,;
has guarded
2 9 9 B roa d w a y.
N ew York
W. L. Butler wa® a recent guest of D. G. T., C.C. Allen; D. G. C., Judge
And guided our steps all the way,
R. A. Furbish, driving from Farming- Geo, Lakin; D. G. W., F. B. Daven
1 And has brought us all 6afe to t’v ton to Rangeley in a sleigh.
port; D. G. G., E. V. Holt.
The of
hour
Goods belonging to the Warren ficers installed were: P. G., C. Eld;
We thank Thee our Father, today.
Steven® estate,
also tihe Frank win White; N. G., F. M. Davis; V.
Jacobs estate were recently sold to G., A. A. Jacob®; R. S., Walter
We thank Thee for each ray of sun settle up the property.
C. L. Ham Toothaker; Cond., James Spencer'
shine
PLEASAN
T
ISLAN
D
G
A
M
PS
den
was
appointed
administrator
of War., Arthur Grafifam; R. S. S., LinHOTEL B L A N C H A R D
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex We give Thee thanks, too, for the the Stevens property, Walter Oaikes, wood Beal; L. S. S-, Clarence Wilbur;
STRATTON MAINE
rain,
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
Eugenie Herrick and W. D. Quimihy Chap., Clarence Campbell; Treas., N,
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. And while we praise Thee for ea , appraisers of the latter, and Alex T. Toothaker; R. S. N. G., E. V. Holt
pleasure,
Section. Write for booklet.
Write fon booklet.
L. S. N. G., Hollis Holt; R. S. V. G„
Blodgett, administrator.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., We praise, not less for the pain,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
The many friend® of Mir. and Mrs. Ed Fairbanks; L. S. V. G., Airdime
STRATTON M AINE.
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
For every ordeail which has proved J. Lewis York are pleased to learn, Kinney; I. G., Seward Hoyt; O. G.r
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
■us,
;
that Master York i® much, improved J. E. Noble.
Has tried us as silver is tried,
since Ms recent treatment in New
A baked, bean supper wOs served
And lifted us higher, and nearer
York, and a complete recovery from between the installations and after
To Him, Thy dear Son, crucified.
his slight lameness i® now locked for the work remarks were made by Mrs.
Judging from the appearance of the Addie Norton, Mrs. Della Luce, Geo.
We thank Thee for each of the deai Loon Lake mail bag, York Camps wij
Grover and W- S.
Toothaker and
ones
be a busy place thie coming season.
games were enjoyed.
The supper
For farther particulars write o r a d d r e s s
Assembled today at this hoard.
Mirs. Frank Gile and daughter, Dor committee consiisted cf Georgia MastWilt Thou bless to our very best us othy left Saturday for Portland, erman, Maud Beedy, Eleanor Wells,
ing
where they will spend part of the Lettice Harnden, Etta Smith for the
The foed, which, Thy bounty hast winter.
Rebekabs and Clarence Campbell,
stored.
Mrs. Frank Sprague and Child and Charles Sweetser and Ed Fairbanks
And if it shall he Thy good pleasure, Miss Shirley Hoar of Farmington are for the Odd Fellows.
Grant, Father, that when shall come guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Mitchell
The dawn of another Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Cutler King and lit
tle son of Stonington, Conn., are at
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and Again we may welcome them home.
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
(Continued on page 8.)
Md Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars And for those, of whom Thou hast
Md other information, write
bereft us,
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t 's M e .
For the joy that we’ve known throug
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
their love,
Sherburne Chapter,, O. E. S., held
And each precious remembrance, they
a special meeting last Friday even
loft us.
ing wlhen it had the honor of an of
B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S ■*“
I We thank Thee, our Farther above,
:V May their memories refine and en I shall be a candidate for the Re ficial visit from the Grand Matron,
Bald Mountain Cam ps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm e- Ijtj
Mrs. Lillian, M„ Paine cf Farmington,
noble
runticLake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto :*
publican nomination, for County At
who
inspected the Chapter and' wit
road to camps—T elephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
’Till we are worthy to meet them a- torney of Franklin, county at
the
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain. Maine
nessed the exernplefRation cf
the
gain
primaries to be held in, June, 1916.
work, the degrees being conferred on
And dwell where ne’er comerth ber
J. Blaine Morrison
Mis® Kathleen Noble and George Mor
eavement
Phillip®, Maine.
ton.
Forever and ever “Amen.”
After the chapter was: epened Miss
Blanche Kenniiston, in behalf of the
N O RTH F R A N K L IN G R AN G E
members presented the Grand Mat
ron with a handsome bouquet of car
North Franklin Grange met in reg
nations to which She responded in a
ular session Saturday afternoon, Jan
gracious manner.
uary 1.
It was a busy afternoon,
This was Mrs. Paine’s 55tli con
Earle J. Voter of Cambridge, Mas®.,
the several committefes making their
secutive
meeting in her official cap
reports showing that the Grange hud was thrown from a derailed car
acity and she will not complete her
done goed work financially. Appli against the gate at an icey crossing
a week ago breaking bis leg below tour of inspection until February. She
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access cations were balloted on and more tthe knee in two place®.
Las made one o f the most efficient
coming.
There will be a special
and nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Mr. Voter is the son of Elmer Grand Matron® ever elected in Maine.
meeting Wednesday afternoon, Jan
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very uary 19, When the officers Will be Voter of Phillips and has been work Mrs,. C. E. Parker and Mrs. C. F.
Chandler were the committee for the
installed by State Treasurer E. E. ing for the New York, New Haven
abundant.
evening and served a delicious lunch
Addirton.
Each lady is asked to and Hartford: railroad for some time.
of hot roll®, pressed, chicken, olives,
The
break
is
rather
^erians,
the
bring a plate of
homemade candy.
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I5.00
pickles, ice cream, cake and coffee.
The Pomona will meet "with North bones splintered and broke tlirough
Write the S a n d y R iv e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for Franklin Grange Thursday, January the skin in two places, necessitating
20, and it i® tlbe wish of the com a tube drain, and delayed setting. Tthe
booklet with map.
T r u e M a r t y r Soon Passes.
mittee that all not solicited from doctors state that some time is yet
People who talk about themselves
^ N. BEAL, General Manager,
Phillips, Maine bring cake or pie.
be as martyrs never are. A true mar
Date of next necessary before the leg can
Hi®' parents left for Cambridge tyr never survives to enjoy his suc
meeting, Saturday afternoon, January set.
cess.
Saturday.
15.
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ions,—the, need of game propagation. , but they have awakened to the fact will drop his. piece of raw meat to
iD Maine, the needs cf the State that this is an extremely profitable try and steal the portion of another,
warden service, and the resident hunt* business if rightly
conducted, and only to have his own filched by r
er®-’ registration.
We are starting after a complete survey, have issued brother, and buried in a remote corn
the meeting in the morning so that ! bulletins endorsing the proposition of er, from which, perhaps it may he
we will have time for these and other! fur farming and extending valuable dragged a moment later by a fourth.
Banquet W ill Be Held at the matters. There will be good infor information to those desiring to en The mink is one of the puzzles o Rifle Club Arranges Contest with
mal speaking at the banquet.
gage in the business.
Livermore Falls Team
the animal kingdom, and he rarely
Augusta House
Bring a friend if you can; every
During the past eight or ten years does what 1® expected of him.
Cm
one will be welcome.
Better still there has been a. rush, especially ji occasions he will put lids queer little
Interest in the weekly shoots of
have him sign the enclosed applicat the western section of New Bruns face close to yours, while celled up,
The annual meeting of the Maine
the
Androscoggin, Rifle club is grow
wick, and Prince Edward Island to snakeiike, wth one or two others ir
Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Associa ion and come as a member.
ge into the fox farming business, a nest of hay and look you fairly in ing, and each week sees a good-sized
Yours truly,
tion which convenes at the State
R. J. HODGSON, Pres.
and hundreds cf companies have ris the eye with a ludicrously tbougibtfu’ crowd out to take part in the inatch&.
House Jan. 14, promises to be a suc
Tuesday night was no exception to
en,
flourished and made enormous air.
At other times at the approach the mile, 31 members, being present
cessful one. Tihe Journal has already
profits
in
selling
breeders.
It
is
evi
of a human he will rush furiously aprinted the plans for the meeting
excellent scores being
dent that during this time sc-arce’y bout the enclosure and start a gen and some
but the following letter sent out by
made. Hammond was high man with
any
pelts
have
been
purchased.
It
eral scamper, or dart into a hole in
the president of the association in- j
has been as far as Canada add east the ground, immediately turning a- a scare of 164.
eludes the program and will interest!
The following fact®' show some inern Maine is concerned, a race to round and peering out as if to ask
many who plan to attend and many
terecting comparison® relative to the
produce
good
breeding
animals
to
sell
“What are you going to do about it?”
who will not be so fortunate.
The 1
letter iis dated at Levis ten and | Even since the original garment to some other prospective fur ranch He can transform himself into half improvement in shooting by members,
At the shoot of Dec. . 7, there were
reads:
worn in the Garden of Eden became er; lie to transfer their progeny to dozen shapes.
Naturally long and
three whose score went over 150,
another,
and
so
on,
ail
along
the
line.
inadequate for human, needs, furs
Dea# Sir:
lithe, he can bristle his body into a
This made the element of speculat fretful, brushy mass, or lie can pul while not a man was over 160. Dec,
l
ave
been
constantly
in
use
as
a
W e want you to help make the am- j
Tflie ion a large one and big fortunes his length into half, and lean up a- 14, there were five over 150 and one
nual meeting of the Maine Sports covering for the human body.
Dec. 21, there were she
from a single pair are a fact that gainst the wire, looking like a stick over 160.
prehistoric
man,
pursuing
his
quarry
men’s Fish and Game Association a
over
150
and
twro over 160.
Tuesday
cannot
be
controverted.
of stove wood, with feet as knots and
success.
We want you to attend. with, primitive weapons, robbed it cf
night
11
beat
the
150
mark
while
In
all
this
time,
however,
the
his nose resembling the slash cf an
The date its Friday, January 14th, at its skin and fashioned rude garments
3
would-be fur farmers have overlook unskill fully cut tree. He can. stretch three exceeded tihe 160 figure.
to
protect
himself
against
the
incle
Augusta., and you will be repaid for
ed,
in
their
eagerness
to
breed
valu
fNext
week
the
club
will
shoot
a
almost unbelievably, and can go
the time and effort.
Here’s the pro mencies of the weather, or decorated
able fox families, one of the most through a crack.
match
by
mail
with
the
Livermore
his
new
robe
with
ornaments
to
pro
He
can
jump
like
gram:
sought-for fur bearing animals—the a squirrel, or act as clumsy as a mud Falls club, each to be represented by
10.00 a. m., Business meeting and claim his rank and prowess. In the
mink,
although its possibilities were turtle.
Middle Ages fb® lawmakers
wore
He is the chameleon of the a team of 30 men.
election of officers.
touched upen by the government book* fur bearers; a comedian and a puz
The first annual meeting of the
2 p. m., Discussion of important ermine and sable; the Wealthy land
lord added furs to his wardrobe; the lets issued by Canada ar.d the United zle.
club will be held at 7.30 o ’clock Tuesquestions.
During the forni4.30 p. m., Illustrated lecture by A. Norseman thre-w a shaggy hide about ! States in
In none of its books on the subject day night, Jan. 4.
him as he went forth to battle, or er years continued. reports of success of fur farming has tihe Government
Tuesday night’s scores were:
H. Dinsmore.
Stand Prone Tota
tanned it into a shield to resist the in breeding mink gained circulation. ever presented any adequate pictures
8.90 p. m., Banquet.
Ranch-bred mink are much more trac
85
Hammond,
79
164
Meetings and lecture in Hall of blows of an antagonist.
of
mink,
and
it
is
no
easy
piece
of
table than wild ones and bring double
Turgeon,
88
75
Representatives.
Banquet at Augus
16$
It is no wonder that, with, the im
work
to
secure
them.
Tihe
pictures
prices.
It did not need any govern
92
J. White,
68
160
ta House.
mense operations of the Dutch fur
presented
in
this
issue
of
Fur
News
ment endorsement to show that large
Kroon,
68
91
155
Last year we had a record meet trader, the Hudson's Bay Company,
were
obtained
after
incredible
trou
profits could be made if
breeding
72
Fitz,
86
156
ing, but we want this' to be a bigger the exploiting of the
Northwestern
ble,
the
wasting
of
dozens
of
plates
could He successfully carried on, and
65
90
one, even if the Legislature isn’t in territory and the constant trapping
155
On, repeated oc Pottle,
a few mjnk ranches have begum to and hours of time.
C. Abbott,
58
96
session.
The lecture ‘‘Camp Fires o of wild animals by cunning devices
154
casions
tlie
camera
man
was
either
appear along the Canadian and State
Stetson,
65
88
a Fish Cnlturist” is one of the best and alluring bait® for the past hund
15$
of Maine border.
It is still cf too quick or too slow, but he persist Hosmer,
64
39
of its kind.
Mr. Dinsmore is a for red years or more in the United
155
course, an Infant industry, and part ed, until he secured several character* Bly,
66
85
mer Maine man, now federal superin States, that we read as a plain and
151
istic
pictures,
as
well
as
some
freakish)
ly an embryo proposition as yet, be
Haskell,
66
85
tendent of hatcheries im Vermont, simple item of news in a daily publi
151
cause not enough mink have been ones.
62
Chase,
who has had some extraordinary ex cation that the skin of a silver black87
ns
Mr. Tibbetts reads everything print
reared to standardize the prizes for
AJden,
64
31
periences in Yellowstone Park, the fox recently sold for $2,700, although
145
breeders, which are, as might be ex ed on the subject cf fur ranching. He j Estes,
74
69
145
Black Hills, Colorado Rockde® and the weighing no more than a pound.
fi
pected, quite high, as a breeding says that the principal difficulty in IWallingford,
Puget Sound region, where he has fur dealer of wide repute who is
59
81
146
breeding
mink
is
that
the
males
are
mink is estimated to have an earning
done propagation work.
Pendleton,
60
79
135
forced to advertise extensively to se
apt
to
kill,
the
females
in
the
mating
capacity cf $50 a year providing her
R. True,
Born and brought up a photograph cure material, states it as his belief
70
69
139
season, but that he has thus far es
er, he has made his own illustrations that in five cr ten years there will young can be sold on. a pelt basis
Eliott,
60
156
78
caped
any
casualties
from
this
cause.
Blagden,
one series cf which1 Show® the life not be more than a third cf the wild alone.
78
57
135
apparently the As bis first pair were bred from do Lee,
history of trout, photographed under fur bearing animals in existence theral Mink breeding is
51
83
134
mesticated
or
ranch-raised
animals.,
there
water.
He tells of many interesting are today; and this m e a n s more than poor man’s opportunity, for
Hibbert,
65
68
133
he thinks this may have had some
Frost,
things that go with years of camp is evident on the surfade. Not until net enough ranch r aised breeding59
78
132
thing to do with, it. ‘‘Many amateurs,,
life spent in the work. The highest recently has the attention of the go"- minks to he purchased to start a cap-,
12T
68
W. Webber,
,
59
says
Mr.
Tibbetts
‘‘have
killed
their
In other words,
Getohell,
authorities have given thi® lecture a ernments of this country and Canada italistic business.
55
70
125
large sums of money cannot be in mink with kindness and attention. Jordan,
cordial endorsement.
64
51
115
been drawn, officially to the need faThey should of course, have plenty of1
vested
in it at present.
W e shall discuss three big quest- artificial propagation cf fur bearers,
Randall,
66
48
114
While very difficult to breed from room, fresh water in large quantities Delano,
35
58
93
the wild state,
ranch-raised mink and feeding time should be regular. Whit turn,
10
69
19
jimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimimiimiiiiiiiiMiiiiiimiiiiniiiiuiiiirmi4iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiimii!iiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiitiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiii!iiiiiiminmiiumini;
Family
rows
need
not
be
Interfered
breed very readily.
It wa® this
Kincaid,
50
20
76
knowledge that caused a native cf with often, as they are spasmodic Wocdhouise,
15
49
64
and
usually
terminate
quickly,
except
Maine, Franklin C. Tibbetts, to under
Ness,
11
47
56
take the business with the help of a in the breeding season, when, a
small company organized and incor sharp watch must be kept over them.
T h e N e cta r of Autumn.
Fish, raw meat and small live ani
porated in January, 1915.
At first
Very few cider barrels ever conttin
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’ s best [ blush *t might have seemed impos mals, mice, rats or rabbits, are the
not to disappoint the owner.
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- 1 sible to produce mink under the cir foods most employed, and Mr. Tib enough
—Baltimore Sun.
cumstances.
Mr. Tibbett’s home sits betts has a Belgian hare pen close
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
within a few feet of tihe electric car by, which afferds food for his sixty
B u s in e s s B ased on Credit.
tracks and is surrounded by other sharp-toothed charges from time to
The 'checks which pass through th*
The owner lias dabbled in clearing house in London and New
houses.
He had, however, a fair time.
sized lot in the rear, and after c o i i r raccoon breeding and has some fine York in one month in normal times ex
structing a ten-foot wire enclosure, and extremely tame pets, hut has de ceed the value of all the existing gold
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
with, the bottom wired under ground voted bis entire time for the past and silver com in the world
at right angles to a distance of two nine months to mink as a business
feet from the walls, he
procured and feels that his “ ranch” in the TH E C A B IN B O A T PRIMER
twenty ranch mink from
different heart of a city of 60;000 people prom
H I S is a very in
He “ farms’ ’ or
teresting and in
sources,
from
which
he
has
now a ises to be a success.
PHILLIPS,
M A IN E
family, old and young, of sixty; an cares for mink owned by other ranch stru ctiv e b o o k on m ak
in g cabin boa ts, can oes,
increase of two hundred per cent. ers, taking as his pay a percentage cf row boa ts, etc. It tells
•.iiniiniiiiiiiiHimiiiuiiiniiiiimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuHiimiiiHiitiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHniiiiiiiimiiiiiuiiiuiiiijuHiiiiiiiimiim liinm tiiiim m iim iiim iii*
the
increase.
In
this
way
he
hopes
o f the various stream s
Good prices have been offered for an
and all these animals, but they have to build up a steady income, although on e can trip on with a
This cabin b oa t, h o w to
been refused, as Mr. Tibbetts Intends not owning the parent mink.
equ ip fo r su ch a trip,
ranch
is
the
only
one
in
tile
western
to thoroughly go into the business of
what to wear and eat,
inink ranching, having come to the end of the State and is attracting c o s t o f a tw o m o n th ’s
It g ives descrip 
conclusion that there is more mcmey much, attention from many who have trip.
tions and
diagram s,
and less risk in this branch of the been or expect to be engaged in, the p h otograp h s and chapters on construction,
dr raising industry.
Mr. Tibbetts’ w hen to floa t, w hen an d w here to land and
fur business, than, in fox farming.
Mr. Tiibbett gives his entire attent mink family i® increasing; his animals oth er useful hints. B o o k is compiled of
Sooner or fa cts an d observation s m ade by the author.
ion to the little animals, and has dis are in the best of health.
I t con ta in s 267 p ages, o v e r 40 illustrations
later
he
is
going
to
see
their
value and diagram s, 32 chapters as follows:
covered things, about their nature
that the Government fails to men greatly enhanced, and in the mean Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Foil.
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to
tion in its h o o k lets. They do not time >he feels that there is no danger Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment
FurnishingB and Furniture. Odds and Ends of
make good pets; they are vicious a- of a glut in the mink market cr a Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasolin*
Launch,
What to Wear. Things to Eat, Cabin
mong themselves and bom “ scrap decline in the demand, so that he is Boat Expenses,
Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
satisfied
to
let
well
enough
alone..—
Landing
Lists.
Floating, Floating at Night and in
pers,” as well as being hoggish to a
Fogrs, Goins Up Stream, Weather. Making Fast
great degree.
The smallest
mink Fur News.
and Some Rope Hints. Land ngs. Trouble*. Cam

WILL SHOOT A*
MATCH BY MAIL

SPORTSMEN’S
MEETING

MINK FARMING
IN MAINE

A REAL BARGAIN

1

$3,000

I

MAINE WOODS,

T

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

w om on
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k o r atadbr,
any lady g o in g to B o s t o n for
p le a s u re o r on a a h o p p tn g
t r ip w it h o u t m a lo o o co rt w in
find th o
Young

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to

Franklin Square
House

M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

a d e lig h t fu l p la c o to atop. A
H om e-H otel In t h o h a a r t of
B o s t o n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , a a fa , c o m •
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f acce ss,
p rlce a re a s o n a b le .
F o r par
tlc u la r e a n d p ric e s add res-

Name
Address State —

( us!

Sw anson, S u p t.. 11 E. Newton St.. B oston, Mass.

of the Boat, Ways o f Making- Money, On Makinf
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing. Game and
Hunting. Traps and Trapping. Fish and Fishing.
Amusements. Books-, Trapper’ s Canoe, A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S1.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
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G. W . P IC K E L ,
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Dealer in Sporting GoodB, Fishing Taeila
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RAN GELEY,
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.
.
MAIN*

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbertreu
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free-

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,

Monmouth.

.

.

.

Main*

MAINE
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to kennels and breakfast at 7 o ’clock right way just what is expected of mer season when the mercury is siz
— that is real cabbing, if you keep at them and they very scon learn to do zling in the nineties or above thq 100
is every suitable 'morning from uiid- the rest.
degree mark.
August.
Now for a glimpse at fash
A principal reason for the season
ionable cubbing.
Th e In born D esire to H u n t F o x
less feature of blue rock Shooting is
Fashionable cubbing begins, as a
that the game is not played on the
rule, early in October, after real
If the huntsman conies home from ground as are golf, cricket, polo, soc
cubbing has dome its work and made his first few days cubbing having suc cer, football, etc., nor is it necessary
hounds, (horses and men ready for ceeded in showing hii© young entry to have a clear field for the base run
business.
Probably the hounds will what a fox smells like, or, better ner as in base ball.
Another reason
leave the kennels at 6 o'slock—am still, what it tastes like, he has gone Is that the original “ players” in the
early houir, it is true, but quite a dif far toward insuring a successful sea trapshooting game were hunters who
Real tob a cco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre ferent story from 4, especially if ome son months Later.
If he has suc used the inanimate targets to keep in
served in its natural state, possible only b y pressing the repeats it every day. Instead of the ceeded in Showing ills puppies and in form for field shooting or found in
leaves into plug form and keeping it in b y coverin g it staff and a rider or so, there will reminding bits bid hound© that there the clay birds a substitute for the
be a ©core or more, men and women, is a difference between fox and cat, vanished game of weed and marsh.
with a natural leaf w rapper. T h e natural flavor and all
thinking and saying that they are that guinea fowl are not to be bayed However, the sport is not limited to
strength o f tob a cco escape w h en cut or granulated.
going cubbing, but really doing noth at any more than suckling pigs are enjoyment by those who have “ rough
Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried ing of the sort. They would not to be chased, if he has stirred up ed it,” but is now followed as much
out so that w h en y o u whittle it o ff it crum bles into dust, want to cub. If they were told to that inborn desire of the well-bred by the office or professional man as
stay in the road while hounds went
but it w ill b u m and sm oke sm ooth and cool as it has all on across the fields, if they couldi fox-bound to hunt fox and nothing the outdoor devotee, but even so it
no mollycoddles' or those
f its original tob a cco flavor preserved, unevaporated in only hear the tantalizing music from but fox, then that huntsman, has numbers
made something out of his cubbing who “ live softly” in its ranks for its
Plug F orm .
a distance, if it was all covert work season.
pursuit, especially in the many
matches held, require© that the up
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, am ply repaid and no run; in short, if they got Cubbing, real cubbing, can never
what they say they are after—plain j popular, for it involves too much holding of individual or club suprem
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
cubbing they would stand it for a *work and offers too little in return acy frequently means
disregard of
judge for yourself.
morning or so, then the majority of i
the amateur, who lias to stand by heat or cold, sunshine or storm, and
them would go home.
land content himself with looking on. during the winter season shooters are.
|However, it is a© necessary to burnt - sometimes called on to shoot their
j ing as conditioning is to a steep- score standing in snow, ice or slush.
F a sh io n a b le C u bb in g is Good Fun
So this is just a little plea to get
11°chaser, and, in spite of the labor
j irvolved, it is a real joy to those all our friend©'—including those in
However, fashionable cubbing give few who are interested in the mak the newspaper business'—into
line
them just wliat they want.
They ge ing of the pack and who derive . as for trapshooting.
This is the sure
the novelty of the early morning ride I
„ pl<!asUin! in, tlle
tte enough sport that age cannot wither
before the sun is up.
They g6t the new entry as they do in the gallops ni°r he withered by age.
pleasure of being with hounds once these same young hounds will afford
We are after the young fellow of
more, and, what they are really after, when the regular season is cn. Too fifty.
He is the boy we want to
they get a short, smart gallop. FasiH- much praise cannot be given to the take to it—along with his son and
ienable cubbing is so arranged that largely unnoticed work of the hunts his father, too.
the com is cut and shocked and the man and his staff in the month© of
In Toronto we have a gentleman,
countryside fairly clear for riding be August and September.
We owe John Maugham by name, who is 76
igated here, although only a few fore the field is allowed to come cut them far more than is commonly years of age, and he still can give
with, the hounds at all.
This pre
realized, for, as the oft-quoted Peter most of them, a run for it at the
have the courage to admit it—that is,
vents
possible
damage
to
the
farmer^ Beckford says, those are the months' traps.
real cubbing.
Of course, it is just
crops, the one thing always to be a- “ in which a pack is either made
as well that this is so, since cubbing
James Douglas, another citizen, is
voidied.
The only difference be mar re d.’ ’—'Springfiel d Rep ub 1icam.
calls for no crowd of riders and for
over seventy and shoots as well at
tween fashionable cubbing and actual
little or no galloping across the fields
the trap® as he ever did.
The'Novelty of a Gallop Before the still blind and covered with uncut hunting is that the meets take place
The gentleman in the accompany
at an earlier iliour, the ^dressing is
com.
As* a matter of fact, however,
ing picture is Phil
Wakefield, the
Sun Is Up
not so formal, and there is possibly a
tliere are two sorts of cubbing—
High Chief of the Canadian Indians.
little more road riding. This article
real cubbing, which is hard, serious
We wouldn’t like to say how old he
deals with the real cubbing—the two
work,
and
fashionable
cubbing,
which
is, but he lias been shooting for
Fox-hunting has a side-sport, cubmonths’ hard, preparatory grind, all
thirty years, and last summer shot as
imntjng, or cubbing, which plays a is not cubbing at all—simply hunting work and little play, in the course of
It’s interesting to note that Can well as any of ,us.
It is
In the illustra
far more important part .in the read a little early in the season.
which the hurt staff accomplish more ada’s trapshooting map show® more
tion the writer is engaged in con
sport of hunting, later in the season, interesting to note some of the dif and get less credit for it than at any
clubs—in proportion to her population gratulating him on having just turn
than many people are willing to give ferences.
other time of the year.
—than there are in the States.
Up ed in a perfect score.
it credit for.
For the sake of those
An evening will come when the sun h6re> we have 350 clubs; in
the
One
M
u
s
t
M
a
k
e
an
E
a
r
l
y
St
art
uninitiated into the mysteries of the
sinks into a sea of mackerel clouds,I gtates there are about 3,500,
ten
chase, it may be well to explain just
BOSTON F O R E S T R Y M E E T IN G
all gold and crimson.
There wi 1 he times our number, while the populatReal
cubbing
means
that
the
hounds
»hat cubbing i® and how greatly it
sinks
into
a
sea
of
mackerel
clouds,,
jon
the
States
is
thirteen
or
more
differs from the actual hunting for must be on the road by 4 or 4.30
It is estimated that about 20 Maine
which it paves the way.
Cubbing, o’clock in the morning, so as to reach’ a hint of faJl in the air’ ° ontraStif® times Canada’s,
oddly with the sultry mid-summer da
There isn't any doubt that our peo- people, men interested in forestry,
the
covertside
by
the
time
the
day
accurately speaking, is hound train
Such even- p]e wi,ii eventually take just as gen and their wives, will attend the 35th
enable just drawing to a close.
ing and exercise, not hunting at all. has broken sufficiently to
ius® always come once in a while in j erally to trapshooting as they do to annual meeting of the American For
the
men
to
see.
This
early
hour
is
The term covers the activity of the
August, and it is for them that the ether real out-door sports,
estry Association in the Cop ley-Plaza
hunting establishment from perhaps essential to avoid the heat of mid huntsman ha©1been waiting. The next | Today if needs , but a
fleeting Hotel, Bos,ton,, Monday and Tuesday,
summer
suns
and
t°
take
ad
vantage
the middle of August until regular
morning sees him at the covertside, gja,niCe OVer the Dominion to pick sev- : January 17 and 18.
The most im
hunting begins early in November. It of the dews, which lie well in covert
Long before sun-up.
The chances arel era! high spots in tlhe sport that are portant subject to be discussed by
consists, for the most part, in taking before the sun dries them off the
international interest.
There’s this meeting—and one in which ail
Real cubbing means that that be will be repaid, for the c o o l;
out the hounds at earliest gray of ground.
nigtht
has
sprinkled
dew
on
the
j
Montreal,
for
instance,
the
lncme of New England is interested, is the pur
dsnra and allowing them to work the huntsman, and perhaps his whip sweet fern and greenibrdars,
giving cur own waiter H. Ewing, who beat chase of Federal forest reserves un
per-in
will
open
the
gate
and
ride
tircugb the coverts near the kennels.
some chance, at least, of scent-hold- _____________________________________ der the provisions of the Weeks law.
This serves the twofold purpose of down the edge of the covert with the ing until the rays of the sun mount
For the purpose of this law the as
hounds,
while
anyone
else
who
has
Setting the bounds in shape, and, at
high, enough to scorch the dusty
sociation desire© a $10,000,000 appro
tji
e
’
had
the
courage
to
turn
out
of
bed
at
the same time, of breaking up
earth.
priation.
The meeting will be called
litters by scattering the young cubs ' tii,at hour will be politely asked to
Tlhe pack probably will consist of a
to
order
by
Dr. Henry S. Drinker of
stay
in
the
road.
If
the
morning
is
and forcing them, to shift for them
fair proportion of old stagers*—the
Bethlehem, Penn.
Among the Wella
little
damp
and
scent
holds
wadi
th
selves about the countryside.
steady, line-hunting, can’t-be-hurried
known Maine people who are plan
To most people cubbing is an unmi hounds are apt to pick up a line. type, who have the patience to puz
ning to attend the meeting are Sena
Out from the covert dairt two or time
tor and Mrs. Forest Colby of Bing
cub©, each taking a different pcint a- zle out what at best must be a very
weak line—and a sprinkling of pups
ham; Mayor and Mrs. Blaine S. Viles
eross
the
meadows,
and
each
ending,
SANDY RIVER & RAN6ELEY
ALFRED of Augusta; Hon. Payson Viles of
almost invariably, in a field of stand who have never been, entered to fox. PHILIP
WAKEFIELD,
LAKES RAILROAD
Skowhegan; Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Philing corn.
Tbe glorious crash of The 1after are almost sure to be
HEWITT.
noisy and excited at first, but be
TIME TABI.E
brick of Skowhegan; J. Fred Phillipp
music as hound® break into tongue
tween the rating they get from the
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
of Bangor; and P ro f.'J. M. Brisco of
and drive cut of covert rolls across
the Orono, director of the department of
men and tlhe scorn with, which they tie world of trapabooters at
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave, Farm the little hollow to where tlhe
early
Olympic Games at Handen (near Lon forestry at the University of Maine.
ington for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
riser is impatiently waiting in the are regarded by their more serious
L15P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Paselders, in surprisingly short order don) in 1908, when he won the Indi
wnger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M road, standing up in his stirrup® the
they learn what i© expected of them. vidual Championship at Clay Targets.
•nd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
while and craning bis neck to catch a
W henever you write to one of our
Mi.
Jennings,
Once they have settled down to the In Toronto, we have Joe
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at glimpse of the fun lie is missing.
real fox line, once they have become who went over to the States and won advertisers, don’t forget to mention
11.00A. M.
Everything is set for a ruin—for a
intoxicated with the joy of running the Westy Hogan’s Oliampionsth-ip a M aine W oods.
It Is impo/rtant to
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong regular blazer.
The man,, In Inis ex
fromPhillips at 6-23
M.. and from Phillips and
in a pack after that one particular tew years ago, and who probably has you to do so; im portant to us and
citement,
forgets
fer
the
moment
■MMleyat 1.34 P. M.. and from Bigelow at 1.16
"•M
„ snd from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and that August is not November, and b tiling wh i,clh, they have been bred for nc superiors at the traps in this the advertiser n aturally w ants to
WP. M. Passenger trains leave Strong for
Then there are Hal Bates,,
centuries to hunt, once they have country.
hrminffton at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For ranis down his Iiat and settles' in, hii®
of
Ridgetown;
E. E. Beatty, of Ham know where you found his name.
caught
sight
of
tine
older
hounds
PMtips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Range- saddle.
Then all1 at once the music
at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and
ilton;
Umpire
Bob Bmslie, of St.
swarming in a haying, tumbling mass
stops, th® rider loosen® his grip upon
l°rKingfield at 5.60 P. M.
Thomas; J. E. Hovey, of Clinton—all
above
the
first
cub
of
the
year,
once
MAPS OF M AINE
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M. his saddle flaps with a sigh of disap
•the youngsters have been, blooded to in the championship class and repres
•idfrom Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farmpointment,
and
the
huntsman
comes
'ngtonat 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
entative followers of ‘‘The Sport Al RESORTS A N D ROADS
fox, in fact, the worst i® over.
° M.and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
trotting down the lane, twanging on
luring.”
We could go on with a
Of
course,
some
are
longer
in
learn*
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farming- his
horn to collect the panting
tnor than others, but by the time hst covering every Province, for there for maps of the fishing regions of the
^n»t6,OOA. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
He has had no more fun
•15P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm- hounds.
cubbing is over most of them have are many more to name, however, We state, etc. We can furnish the follow
j°*ton at 12.55 P. M, and 6.10 P. M. From Range- than the chap in, the road, but he has
ing maps:
given, up trying to chase rabbits down) can only touch here and there just Franklin County
eJat 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
$ .50
done some good' work.
Hi® bounds
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
drain©* or to climb
hickory trees enough* to show how thoroughly we Somerset County
.50
Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm- luave found fox once more and an
,50
If a are hacking a sport that we believe Oxford County
after chattering gray squirrels,
'“gton at 2 15 P. M.
other season is on.
They have sent
Piscataquis County
.50
pup still fondly imagine© that he is to be full of rich promise here—prom Aroostook
PANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r FarmCounty
.50
a. brace of cubs scampering for dear
ln*ton at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. M.
meant for any such work a© that ise of better recreation, better health, Washington County
,50
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M. life into the corn, and, but for the
1.00
when the October frosts are opening better manhood for all who participate Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
leaves at 7.30 A. M.
powdery dust of a stubble field, tlhe
Geological map of Maine
.85
the chestnut burs, that pup’s days in in itj’AJ'F'AI Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at
old bounds would have caught one
R, R. map of Maine
,«5
U50P- M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
To u®, i,t seems obvious that trap Androscoggin County
the kennelsi probably are limited, un
.36
and shown tihe young entry just what
KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at
less his other qualifications are so shooting is the one outdoor sport Cumberland County
.35
On to an
PaasenKor train leaves fo r Bigelow at p fox cub tastes like.
.50
j. P,AI. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at other covert or two, a long jog back exceptional a? to warrant mere time that knows no season and is followed Hancock County
.35
■HA. M., and passenger train arrives from
conditions. Kennebec County
being spent on, him.
It is a curious* regardless of weather
Knox Oountj
.35
P- M. Passenger train leaves
tiding, but in most cases the most That breaking the clay saucers is un Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
Farmington at 12.30.
ique as an all-year-’round recreation Penobscot County
.5(fc
at
train arrives from Kingfield P A LM E R ENGINES AND incorrigible hound at the time of en
.35
p •
an<1 departs fo r Kingfield and
tering often turn© out the most use is proved by the pursuit of the game Waldo County
York County
.35
LAUNCHES.
rj ra’nel°n at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train arin Canada and in the northern states
ful
after
he
has
had
hie
fling,
so
to
fn. J nm Parrldngton at 3.43 P. M. and departs
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes apeak, and settled down to serious {when the thermometer lingers at zero
‘ ‘ 1at 4.00 P. M.
J . W B R A C K E T T CO.,
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
A® a matter of fact, most or below and that a majority of the
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER work.
Phillips
Maine.
Phillips, Maine.
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me. hound's* only need to be shown in the big handicap® are shot in the sum,-
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MA!.1 Z ? 0DS IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
f. W. B r a c k e tt Co.

GAME SHIPMENTS
LARGE ON B. & A.

FEDERATED

CHURCH.

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Calendar for week ending January
15.
Sunday, January 9: 10.45—Morn
ing worship.
Sermon, “The Cleans
ed Conscience.” 12.10—Sfunday sclhoot,
7,30—People's service.
Music by
Choral' Club.
Address; ‘‘The Godlikenesis of Jesus.’’
,
Thursday evening, January 13, an
nual meeting of Federated ohuendh.

At the annual business meeting of
Frank Cihiick of Madrid was In town
Mere game was shipped over the
the Ladies’ Social Union held Tues
on business this week.
line
of the Bangor & Aroostook R.
L. B. BRACKETT,
j Robert Maxcy of Portland, a dSrec- day afternoon at the Parish House R. during the season of 1915 than in
the
following
officers
were
elected
___________________ Rnp1flWBS Manage i tor of ^ Beild Manufacturing Coinfor this year:
President, Mrs. Ed 1914 according to the compilation of
OOTING EDITION
pany was in town tihiis week.
ward Greenwood;
Vice President, figures which, has just been made
pares ................................... Si.oo per year
a quartet composed of Misses Cora;
Mrs. H. H. Field;
Secretary and public by the passenger traffic de
LOCAL EDITION
: Wiheeler, Elmana Davenport, Sfliirley,
partment of the railroad. The total
12 and 16 pa^es......................... $i.5o per year HoJlt aind M m c ih a s . Harris furnished 1 Treasurer,, Mrs. N. P. Nobile; Exec gam© shipments over the B. & A. R.
utive
Committee,
Mrs.
H
..
H.
Field,
Canadian. Mexican. Caban and Panama aub__ „
, __ ,
~ _
2,596
serin tie a 50 cents extra. poretsrn subscription ; m u s i c a t t h e U n io n dhiuroh l a s t S u n - Mrs. J. W. Brackett and Mrs. E. V. R. in the season of 1915 was
day.
* cents extra.
deer
and
41
hears;
in.
1914,
2,547 M E T H O D I S T E P I S C O P A L CHURCH
Holt.
Mrs, Carl Beedy and Mrs.
The shipment of
'
“■
“ I Arthur Taylor is night watchman, Frank Hodgnxan were elected to mem deer and 45 bears.
Entered as second class matter, Jafniary 21.
j
four.
i9C9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under Itoi tine Beil Manufacturing Company. |bership.
Refreshments were swerved bears showed a decrease of
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Act nf Match 3 1879.
The final he airing of the PMilliips and a pleasant social afternoon, en There were 49 more deer handled by
Sunday, January 9— Morning wort’.ie road this year than last.
Electric Liigibf & Power Co., before joyed.
ship, 10.45.
Sermon,
‘‘Confessing
! IIS
Tn*> Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Leading shipping stations along j Christ.”
the Maine PuibUHe Utilities Commis
Sunday school, 12. Junior
■tate ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Campthe line were as follows: Old Town, j League, 3.
and Outing news, and the Franklin county si on will bie held in Augusta,, January
Epwortli League devot49 deer; Blanchard, 38 deer; Shirley, j ionali meeting, 7. Sub j eat, “ Bpworth
ocally.
13.
' j
Maine tVooda solicits communications and fish
9? deer; Greenville, 704 deer; KatahThe Christmas Present Club will ASK FO R OPEN
■Herald Day.”
Leader, Mrs. Jlamy
«nd game photographs from its readers.
din
Iron Works, 55 deer; West Sc j Bates.
Gospel service of song a n d
When ordering the iddrese n ' vour paper meet next Tuesday with Mrs. H. W.
hanged, please give the old ap well as new True.
TIM E ON PICKEREL hools, 36 deer; Noroross, 61 deer; praise, 7.30.
Millinocket, 36 deer; Grindstone, 68
ddress.
C. Arddine Sweet,ser spent a few
Thursday, Jan. 13— Mid week pray
deer;
Stacyville, 48 deer; Sherman,
days in town, this week.
er meeting, 7.30.
Monthly business
Island
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 6, 1916.
The Maine Fish and Game Com 67 deer; Patten, 421 deer;
Damdel French and family have
meeting of the Bpworith, League, 8.30.
moved from Rangeley to tine rent in. mission is to be asked by citizens of Falls, 41 deer; Oakfield, 41 deer;
Dexter and Ripley to declare an open Howe Brook, 96 deer; Griswold, 45
Angier Jacobs’ house.
TORY HILL
Everett Beedy spent the holidays time on ice fishing for pickerel at deer; Mar sard is, 287 deer; Ashland,
Dexter and Rogers Pond in Ripley. 85 deer; Portage, 87 deer; and Wintwith. Ms family.
Jan. 4.
Patten with 13
A New Year’s dance wag held at Both of these ponds have been re erville, 46 deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Badger of Ran the Grange liflU, last Thursday even cently stocked with, trout, which are bears was the largest shipping point.
geley visited Mrs. Badger’s mother, ing.
Music was furnished by Wing’s easy prey for the many pickerel in
Mrs. Wilt Hood and family December orchestra of four pieces.
habiting the waters.
The petitionei*
Have you tried those nice Water
23 and 24.
argue that unless the pickerel
are
Lily Brand canned peachles and ‘‘Hencaught it will he useless to stock
F. S. Braokley sawed Cihas. Smith’s
tc New Bedford, Mass,,
Saturday,
, olulu Lady” sliced canned pineapple
the ponds with small trout.
wood last week.
at T ooh a k er’s?
January 1st.
•
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates
were
Halford Buker returned to school
callers at Chas. Hutchins’ mill one at Wilton Academy Monday, January
Time to buy a mackinaw at D. P.
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby of Phil
day last week.
Mr. Hutchins has 3rd.
H cyt’a.
lips (better known as ‘‘Fly Rod” ) is
the lumber lie bought of
Dexter
At Pratt has returned to work for
passing the holidays with friends In
Beedy about half sawed and will C. T. Sanibcm,
The ‘‘Monmouth,” the best moc
Hallo well and will also visit friends
move his family to; the house in the
A. R. Sedigeley and son of Phil
casin made at C. M. Hoyt’s.
in other places before returning, so
village he bought of Frank Savage lips were guests at I. H. Buker’s last
that her home, ‘‘St. Anthony’s Cot
last fall as soon as he finishes saw Friday.
One thousand rabbits wanted at
A note from Mrs. F. B. Burns at
tage” on Pleasant street
will be
ing.
Beam’s.
F5fteem cents for ever}'one
Ethridge Ms sterman is stopping at the Rangeley Tavern, who is recov
closed for a few weeks.
Misses Stella, Mabel and Eleanor !j jj. Buker’s.
you bring in.
Combine
business
ering from an appendicitis operation
Hutchins returned to their schools' for Charles Noyes’ team from Phillips says:
witih pleasure and pick up some easy
,
the winter terms last Saturday afterjig landing pulp wood on the brook for
money.
PRETTY PERUVIAN GIRL
“ I am feeling almost like new aspending the holidays with their par- Ezra Noyes.
gain and hope to be out racing in a
entsi, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hutchins.
| I. h . Buker went to Rumfond last week.
Whole-hearted warmth secured with
I have the fastest horse in
a Perfection. Smokeless oil heater. It
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smith and Bar* Friday
town yet, so feel pretty good about
George Coburn of Center Hill is it.
warms every corner of the room. See
Lewis have been spending a few days
He does pretty good for a
the various style® at our store. Phi
on the sick list.
on their farm on thi© HftlUn
twenty-three year old, don’t you
lips Hardware Co.
Mis® Lottie Braokley returned to
think?”
Strong Monday to resume her studies
DISTRICT NO. 2
Highest award given. Cyko photo
in the High school.
graph paper at the Panama Pacific
School in the Craig district Free
Jan. 5.
International1 Exposition.
Sold hy
man , taiught by Mts. Lulu Taylor clos
A. G. Cnonkhite.
ed last Thursday with an entertain There will be a box suptper and
ment in .the evening.
She left Fri drama, ‘‘The Elopement of Ellen” at
day night for Big Islands, where she the Reed: schoolhcuise Friday, Janu
Buffets and cbina clteets at C. F.
All are cordially Invited.
will teach another term
of
ten ary 14.
Chandler & Sou’s.
Drama
Chief Game Warden Frank
M.
weeks; commencing Monday, January Ladies please bring a box.
begins t 8 o ’clock.
Perkins of Bangor made a few re
Ice cream by,the dish or gallon at
3.
There was a party given lash Satur Mrs. Mlary Plummer went to Au marks on the law applying to the
Parker’s Pharmacy.
|
!
day evening at Mr. and Mrs. WM" burn Saturday, where she will pass sale of deer meat as follows:
X v
‘‘A marketman or provision dealer * * » « * » _
Hood’s by Miss Marion and Kenneth the remainder of the winter with rel
Moccasin sale at the Sedgel#
having an established place of busi
Smith in honor of their teacher, Mi?-; atives.
store.
Mrs:. D. F. Field, accompanied by ness, selling deer meat under a liFerne Gould, twenty being present,
Mrs.
H. H. Field and Mr. and Mrs. ! cense may have in his possession at
most enjoyable evening was passed
Buddhism.
An interpreter of Buddhism tells of
by all.
The school closed Thursday Elias Field of Boston were callers at the close of the setson three deer
the eight-fold path by which that
to cut up and sell to ills local cust
after two very successful term® of 10 L. B. Field’s laist Wednesday.
teacher directed to Nirvana, "the ab
Mrs. Clara Byiron, who has been omers', but must not buy any more
weeks each without a vacation. Both
sence of craving.’ The points are as
No deer
parents and pupils are hoping Miss visiting friends' in this district for a after the season closes.
follows: Right comprehension, right
Gould will return for the spring time assisted Mrs. L. B. Field a few shall be transported out of the state
resolution, right speech, right wa} of
days
last
week.
Iby a resident of Maine after 12 o’term of schccl as she has given good
earning a livelihood, right efforts,
Mrs. Alice Cornish of Auburn made , clock n. m. Wednesday.
Residents
satisfaction.
right thoughts, right state of a peace
W. E. Gates is hauling pulp to a brief visit with her daughter, Mrs. are allowed a reasonable time to get
ful mind.
Chas'. McKemney last week. She re deer from the woeds to his own hom
Hills’de for Freeman Chick.
Herman Beal was on the HliU Mon turned home Saturday, accompanied but not otherwise.”
N O T IC E .
day scaling puipwood for Haley & by her granddaughter, Miss Myrtice
Speaking of the term ‘‘reasonable
MoKenney, who is attending school
Miss Teresa Granda y Pezet is an in
Field.
I hereby certify that I have given
time,” Mr. Perkins said that he at
Howard Beal iis loading pressed hay in Auburn.
one time consulted a supreme court teresting addition from the diplomatic my son, Ward L. Keefe, liis time dur
S'ilais Davenport of Montrc-se, South. justice as to what he considered was circle to the list of debutantes in in.g the rest of his minority. I shall
at the Summit from the Onrin Walk
er place in Freqpian.
mm Dakota, is visiting relativesi in this meant by the law in this case, and Washington society this winter. Miss claim none of his wages or pay aiff
Granda is spending the winter at the
Mrs. Evan Hutchins is
spending district for a time.
i he gave the opinion that three or Peruvian legation with her uncle and bills contracted by him after this
Mrs. Esma Hewey and sons, Ber four days was a reasonable time for
the holidays with her parents, Mr.
aunt, the minister from Peru and Mme. date.
nard and Vernard of Wilton
were men to ship their game from
and Mrs. Erskine ini Jay.
the Pezet.
Signed,
mother guests of her parents, Mr. aind Mrs. woods.
Carl Grover visited his
Geo. A. Keefe.
Mrs. Jennie Grover last Sunday.
Frank Hamden several days ChristDated Dec. 23, 1915.
Wesley Stinchfielfd, who has been |lna®‘ week.
They
returned home
Unavoidable Disappointm ent.
Brudder Johnson was a pompous ne
working for Cihas. Peary during the Monday, accompanied by her sister,
gro who took an active part in church This Beautiful Boy’ s or Girl’s Sizt
fall and winter was called home las.-j Mrs. Manette Haggcn.______
j work. One night the preacher said:
*
W atch Free
3’,’r
week owing to the illness cf
‘‘Brudder Johnson, will you lead us in
He igh t of Meanness.
^
fT
h
e
departure
o
f
the
father, John Stinchfield.
i prayah?” “Ah’m sorry to disappoint
There is a lot o f'comfort in not hav
Miss Evangline Reed, who fej?s been
ing an umbrella when somebody wants co o k o r the m aid does de Lawd tonight, pahson,” replied
vis’tirg her sister. Mrs. Aiden Moores !o borrow one.—Los A n cle s Express
Brudder Johnson, “ but Ah has a cold
returned to h,er home last Sunday.
j on mah chest.”—Ladies’ Home Jour
not prostrate the lady nal.
Ervin Mrore cf South Strong has
W here Bluff W ou ldn ’t W ork.
been visiting his grandparents, Mr.
“Bah!” sneered the blustery man.
kn ow s the effi
and Mrs. Wm. Moores for a week. ‘Bluff is the thing A man can bluff w h o
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
He returned to hi® home last Mon his way through life.” ‘‘But,” said the
conservative, “if you couldn’t swim c ie n cy o f the w an t ads.
day.
I have opened a fully equipped office
and fell in, you' couldn’t b’uff the
in Belfast, Me., ineluding a grinding
Roscce, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
river for a second.”—Livingston
A n d w ant ad-reading plant which will enable me to duplicate
Eugene Smith, is quite ill. Dt . Cur f .anee
broken lenses and make other repairs
rier is in abtendance.
the same day received. Alth-ugh a
servants
are
o
f
the
desir
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hinckley visit
little farther away the mail service is
just about the same as at New Sharon.
ed her sister, Mrs. Albert Sedgeley
able class.
All you need to do is to send the broken
and family the first of the week.
lenses or if I have previously fitted you.
Miiis® Feme Gculd was a recein'
S e ld o m does a “ girl 1 have the record to refer to which will
insure prompt, accurate and efficient
guest of Mr. ami Mrs. Fred Miiteihet!!1.
for distributing 30 packages of Oriental
Hamilton, the railroad time
Mrs. John Stincbfield had the mis
w a n te d ” ad run its full service.
Sachet Pow'der among your friends, at
I
shall
continue
my
visits
to
Phillips,
fortune to sprain her ankle
quit"’ piece. Fahys’ Bracelet watches
Rangeley and other towns as often as 10 cents each, We trust you with the
powder until sold. We also give
and many other makes.
badly recently.
time until a “ S to p — girl there is a reasonable demand for my sachet
other beautiful premiums such a®
services.
AT
Thanking you for past patronage and Clocks, Table Ware, Dolls, Teddy Bears.
su pplied” order is re desiring
Toilet Sets and many other beautify
a continuance of same.
EAST WELD
premiums that are illustrated in our
premium list. Write today for Free
FRANK F. GRAVES,
ceiv ed .
A. G.
Premium List.
Graduate Optometrist
Jam. 3.
o. i p u p i:
NEW ENGLAND SUPPLY CO.,
*Maine
BELFAST,
MAINE Box 103
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Buker returned
11
Lewiston, Maine

Phillips, Maine

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

ST. ANTHONY’S
COTTAGE CLOSED

MRS. BURNS HAS
FASTEST HORSE

LAW APPLYING TO
SALE OF DEER MEAT

WATCHES

CRONKHITE’S,

MAINE

CLASSIFIED
e*nt a word in advance. No headline or
,,ther display Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR &AL.E—Desirable house lots in
Phillips■ Address Maine Woods.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and eihoats.
B. F. Beal, Phil
lips, Me-

WO O D S ,

RICHARDSON
HAS ACCIDENT
O fficers Elected in K. of P .— Other
News Notes from Strong

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Strong, January 5.—A large num
ber of young people from town at
tended the dance at New Vineyard
last Friday night.
P. W. Mason recently
returned
from a business trip to Portland.
Mrs. Harry Allen
spent several
FOR SALE—Beef by the side or
days recently with friends in Port
quarter. B. F. Beal. Phillips.
land.
Mrs. Harry Hawhaust and little
WANTED—Hardwood ashes, will pay
15 cents per bushel..
Will collect daughter, May visited Mrs. Walter
about ’the middle of March. Charles Bradford last Friday en route for her
home in Rangeley.
Wilbur,- Phillips, Maine.
The village schools began Monday
morning
with blue same teachers with
FOR SALE— Second hand s’eigh.
the
exception
of the Grammar assist
Harold Beedy, Phillips, Maine.
ant, who will be Miss Grace Walker
of Farmington.
FOR SALE)—A good new milch Jer
Miss Leola Worthley, a dressmaker
sey cow. W. T. Hinds, Phillips.
from Arlington, Mass., is spending a
few weeks with her parents, Mr. and
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—YoulYg,
Mrs. Lincoln Worthley.
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
Mists EfcheJi Willis of Topsiham, who
and light.
’Phone 14-4. \R. C. Ross,
spent last week in town, the guest of
Phillips, Me.
friends, returned to her home Satur
day afternoon.
She was accompan
WANTED AT ONCE—Foreman
In ied home by her sister, Mrs. Ralph
small clothespin factory.
Must be Starbird.
capable of taking full charge. Stat
Rev. John Du ns tan will preach at
age, experience, wages,
references, the Mile Square schoolihcuse on Fri
etc., fully in first letter.
Humphrey day of tlilis week at 7.30 p. m. (wea
Mfg. Co., Keene, N. H.
ther permitting.)
A unique League service next Sun
RABBITS WAvNTBD—Will pay
fif day evening at 6 p. m. Every Leag
teen cents each.
Must be in good uer should be there and all interest
condition and non-poison ous,
and ed, for it is an unusual program.
dressed L e a v in g skins on.
Can use
Berchard K. Look returned Satur
forty per week until April 1st. Te\ day from a week’s visit with relatives
64-15.
M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me.
and friends i,n New Vineyard.
Mr. and Mirs. Lincoln A. Worthley
and daughter, Miss Lizzie went to
MILE SQUARE
Kennebunk Saturday to attend the
wedding of their son and brother,
Jan. 4.
Norman Worthley and Mists Mina
The first heavy snow fell January Stevens, Which occurred at her heme
3. There was about 10 inches and Saturday afternoon at 4.30 p. m. Mr.
it will be a great help to lumbermen. Worthley is the second son of Mr.
Word has been received by Mrs and Mrs. Lincoln WortHey, a gradu
L. B. Kinney that her father, Bben ate of Strong High school and one of
Tyler has passed away at a hospital
in Augusta.
H.
W. WortMey is getting out quite
a quantity of white birch.
L. B. Kinney was in, Jay last week
with a load of goods for E.
Hanscom.
Ardene Kinney is working in t"
toothpick mill.
Mr. and -Ma*. Geo. Dunham have
moved to their rent in Phillips.
Smokers, my “ government seal’ ’ cig
ars are better than mast 5
cent
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
50 cigars and. be convinced.
J. H.
Harmon, 195 South Mulberry street,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
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the town’s most respected and popu heavy leg on Ms foot crushing i,t
lar young men.
Mrs1. Worthley Was badly and breaking one toe. He has
the Grammar school assistant here been a great sufferer for a few days
for several terms, much loved by her past, but bis friends hope for hiis
pupils and respected by all Who speedy recovery.
knew her.
Ttheir many friends ex
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Welch of Redtend congratulation® to them and are ingitcn spent the week-end1 with rela
glad to know they will spend the tives in town.
winter with his parents, where he is
Clifford Worthley and
Chester
engaged in lumbering.
Leighton have returned to their stud
Mis® Helena. Bunnell returned to ies at the University of
Maine,
her home in Phillips Saturday noon Oroino.
after spending the week with rela
Richard Burns was in ChestiervlTe
tives.
Saturday where he went on a busin
Frank Simpson has been working ess trip.
for Daggett & Will the past few
Word was received last week of
days.
the death, cf Mrs. Edith
Lovejoy,
The new Hymnals were introduced wife of Harry Atwocd of Oakland,
last Sunday.
Mr. Dunstan will give but formerly of this town. Mrs. At
a talk on the New Hymnal Sunday wood ha® been in a critical condit
evening, January 23rd.
Everybody ion for several weeks and although
should come.
Silver collection
to her death Vais not unlocked for it
provide more for the church.
was a shock to her many friends,.
{Norris Hackett was a business, call The funeral services were held Sun
er in town one day last week.
day from her late home at Oakland.
Many friends of Francis, Little son Besides her husband she leaves an
of t h e late William and Lida Worth- aged mother, Mrs. Mary Lovejoy of
ley O’Comer, of Troy, N. Y., will be Farmington, formerly of Freeman,
sorry to know he is suffering from a sister, Mrs. Della Huff of Freeman,
scarlet fever.
Much sympathy
is and Mrs. Helen Crosby of Farmingfelt for Mrs. ONOomer, as her hus ton, three brothers, Will of Rangeband died only four weeks ago from ley, John cf Strong and Harry of
an abscess in hiiis stomach, at a hos- Freeman and many friends to mourn
her departure.
pital in Troy, New York.
At the last stated meeting of Mar
■Misses Marion, Bresson,
Claudia
athon, Lodge No. 96, K. of P., the Johnson and Ira Whiting were oper
following officers were elected:
C. ated on at Dr. Beil’s hospital
for
C., H. G. Allen; V. C., E. L. Rich the removal of their tonsil® last Sat
ards; Prelate, Rev. John Dunstan; urday.
Dr. Belli was assisted by
M. of W., E. A. Goodwin; K. of R. Dr. Nichols of Farmington and Miss
Miiss Bresson re
and S., Earle Brackley; M. of F., W. Myrtle Pushee.
R. Viniing; M. of E., H. J. Bates; M. mained at the hospital for several
They are,
however, doing
at A., L. E. Peary; I. G., W. L. days.
Jones; O. G., W. G. DurreLl; Trustee nicely.
for three years, W. G. Durrell; Rep.,
Mrs. L. A. Worthley and daughter,
J. H. Norton; Alternate, E. A. Good Lizzie spent Sunday with relative®' in
Portland.
They
returned
hofme
win.
Dorothy Trefethen of Wilton spent Monday.
Rev. John Dunstan, preached an in
a few days recently -with Mips. Dan
teresting sermon Sunday morning.
Leighton.
Elrwin Webber of Phillips was in Owing to the heavy storm the atten
town Saturday, repairing telephone®. dance wa®, gmailler than usual.
Bernard Toothaker returns
this
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler were
week to his studies at Bowdoin Col guests of relative® in Phillip® over
lege, after passing two weeks with Sunday.
Mrs. Della Huff, who works
for
hi® parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
Mrs. C. W. Belli, has been quite ill
Toothaker.
David Richardson met with a very the past week.
Mi®®' Gladys Haines of Farmington
painful accident one day last Week
while loading lumber.
He dropped a wa® the guest of friends in town

Of an Occasional Trip to

Ralph Starbird has returned to Inis
work at Dead River after a week’s
illness, caused by biliousness.
Ml:,sis1 Hazel Hunter has returned
from Lewiston, where she has been
ton- treatment on her eyes.,
Mrs. Laura Jon,e® ha® gone to
spend a few weeks with relatives.
She lias rented bier upstairs:
rent
to Mir. and Mrs;. Fitch, cf Freeman.
Mrs. J. E. Winslow and daughter,
Carolyn were in Farmington one day
recently on hu seness.
Subject at the Mdthodist
church
next Sunday morning is, ‘‘A Review
of 1915.”
Everybody come.
Mrs. Harry Hunter of South Strong
spent last week with her mother,
MrS'. Wesley Cook in Avon.
Mir®, Nancy Tooithiaker was called
to the home of her daughter, Mrs.
James Welch, by the illness of their
little daughter, Etheleen.
Mr®.
Toothaker ha® worked for Mrs. Diah
Sweet the past few months.
Miss Bessie Burn® has returned
from Farmington, where she spent a
few days with, relatives.
Miss Mildred Brackley spent Last
week with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Partridge of Farmington.
She arrived home Sunday.
Mrs. Olive Mace of Farmington
was a recent guest cf friend® in
town.
She returned to her home
Monday.
Ernest Chandler is working
for
Dr. C. W. Bell for a few weeks.
Rev. John Dunstan attended the
Watch meeting at RhfiiHip® last Fri
day nighf.
Mass Gretahen
Niude
also attended and sang several solos
during the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunham and
child of Phillip®, were recent guests
of George Crosby and family. They
were called home Sunday by tJh,e
death of Mrs. Dunham's grandfather.
Mrs,. Dan Leighton and son, Maur
ice are spending a week with friends
in Lewiston.
. The toothpick mill will start next
Monday for the winter run.
Sam Stone has been ill the past
wees suffering from a cold.
The Missionary meeting was held
this week, Wednesday at the home
of Mrs. Tda Robbins.

u i

Pay A s
You Ride

Secure This

The Pleasure

recently.

And

M A X W ELL

PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the

NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During- Your Stay.

Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "Jitn ey '' or Munjoy Hill car f om
Union Station.
Europ- a« Plan Only. Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY

H E TH U RSTO N .
R . l . HIMMELEIN.
Proprietors.

fQ lh

••

g u n s

a n d

FISH-RODS

William F. Nye is the great
est authoiity on refined oils in the

O D E R N M E T H O D S applied to autom obile retail business— that’ s the m eaning o f the “ Maxwell
W ay .” Y o u have the p rivilege o f testing, using, en joy in g you r car a fte r a small d ow n paym ent, and
the balance is pay as you ride. W h a t about the car? W h y , it’s a

M

world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N\OIL
is the best oil he has ever made.

M A X W E L L

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.

— the car sold under a unique guarantee. F or further recom m endations ask the ow ners — hundreds o f
them in and about
I t ’ s made o f the kind o f stuff that’s put into the larger and higher priced
cars. T h e m aterial and w orkm anship assure lo n g and satisfactory service. Price

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion. .
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheape'r to buy) at 25 e. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv

WIVJ F. NYE,
New

B ed ford ,

Mas*.

$655
Telephone 4 2 -2 3

E le c t r ic L ig h te d
a n d S ta rte d

F. S. HALEY,
Upper Village,

Phillips, Maine

MAI/NE W O O D S ,

ternuiptiom® in journeys into
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PACK AND SADDLE camps or remote pond® and hunting
grounds. Human, folks and their fourIN THE WOODS i footed friends form an intimate and

BOOKS

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

united family.
Each have their ar
guments and differences but the wild
HUNTING D O G S
T h e following books are endorsed
Why travel a couple of thousand erness is conducive to peace and
ESCRIBES in a
miles west and spend
proportionate good nature with both man and beast j by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical mantime and money in the pursuit or and eaclh finds companionship with pers and sportsmen in North America.
i ner’ the trainins>
;
■ handling, treatment,
rainbow trout and elk when by the the other.
T h e information they contain is re
Mbreeds,
etc., best
consumption of a 20th part of each,
Bridle trails radiate from Bowlan liable, having been gathered from ac
A Badapted for n i g h t
one can (hunt deer, moose and camp to every point of the compass,
Shunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
speckled trout from the saddle in the each terminating in sport and a com
E$eim dogs for daylight
S-sport. This book is
wilderness of Northern Maine.
fortable cabin.
Some lead to high ments of men who are leaders in the
[mot intended for the
A night's ride from Boston finds altitudes overlooking a vast wilder different branches covered by these
■field trial dog men,
one at sun-up at Slherman on the ness np-ended by towering Katahdin works.
[but is for the real
[dog men who delight
Bangor & Aroostook. After a hearty or Traveler, others traversing burned
These books should be in the
chases that are
breakfast at a near-by farmhouse, a land or penetrating dense forest to hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
blackboard witlh mounts for each: remote unfrequented ponds filled with
the woods, cither for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
sportsman trailing behind us. carries , trout keen for the bright artificial
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting. The
us ten miles over a rich rolling farm
or josh in g trolling-spoon.
Or profit.

,D

country to the ‘‘edge of the woods,’' j orie ca,n resort to shank’s mare and
the jumping off place from civiliza- f0iWow llLp the East Branch for over
tion.
Here harness horses are trails jjye miles of quick water and deafenfonned into pack animals, and sad i jI1£r falls, where leaping salmon as well
d’ es substituted for rigid and rattl- j
square tails abound.
But saddle
ing seats, and tote road and trail for ; ard pack horse are always available
dusty highway.
Freed from, tllie rat- aiuj f0;r comfort and companicnsiiap',
tie and jolt of wheels we are impres- - novelty and mild excitement, they
sed with the joy of their absence in j cxce’l all other means of conveyance
following a deep-rutted road for the j m the Maine wilderness,
first five miles of our horseback jour- j
Inj qq1G Maine Wood®,
ney into -the wilderness,
for
tote i
____________________
road® have lost their terror to one
FEED TH E BIRDS
mounted on a knowing, agile, forestThe work of the National Associa
bred pony.
Whether ascending or tion of Audubon Societies in protectdescending steep, gullied pitches, pick* jrjg wild birds become® very p-racti
me his way over rough corduroy, cal at this time of year. It is just
wading through mud holes cr fording sending out to every newspaper, post
rushing streams, tihe horseman sits office, woman’s club and to
every
secure and comfortable at an elevat- j Audubon Society member in New
ion affording a broad outlook and cub England the following appeal:
tivating intimate friendship with his
toiing pony.
Please Feed the Birds.
Five miles of logging road finds th
outfit at a massive log bridge span
The deep snow covers their usual
ning the Seboiis River.
The shore food—insects’ eggs and larvae
and
of the stream offering an ideal spot the seeds of weeds—and they will
for neon rest, saddle girts are loos starve unless we feed them.
ened, the pack horses are unburden
Give them “hayseed” chaff from
ed and securely hobbled, four-footed the barn floor crumbs, scraps
of
friends find abundant feed by the road meat, bones, and suet; anything eat
side while tea is boiled and bacon able and they will repay you a thou
fried to accompany the cold lunch sand fold by their work in the garden
from the saddle bags.
Repacking and orchard all the spring.
and mounting, three miles of climbDo it now.
Fasten the
meat
in« finds tli.e outfit out of the lum-1 scrap® and suet securely to t'be trees
ber works, where it follows a blazed land see how eagerly chickadees amd
trail through virgin forests of birch Iwoodpeckers go to it.
Tread the
and occasional evergreen for
six |snow down hard and scatter the haymile® to the main camp and Bowlan seed and crumbs there, or put it on
Pitch.
This last stage of the jour a board or box and watch the juncos
ney is the climax of this delightful, and tree sparrows fill uip. Put out
primitive mode cf travel.
The. pack chaff and grain for the quail
and
horse, foster mother and leader •of meadowlarks in the pasture.
They
the rest, sets the pace, steering her w'ork for us all summer long, eating
broad, towering pack
cleverly by insects.
many a menacing obstacle and fol
Keep it up while the snow lasts,
lowing the trail a,s certainly as though.' it is not only a fine philanthropy
she were conscious of the spots on but a paying investment for each one
the trees.
The soft footing of the of us.
If you want to know more
forest floor makes travel almost about feeding and protecting birds
noiseless and the Luxurious comfort write to
of roomy range-saddle and the ryth
Winthrop Packard, Agent,
mical sway of plodding horses Induces National Asso. Audubon Societies
a drowsiness both, restful and in sym
66 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.
pathy with the Bilent
surrounding
This has been the custom of the
wilderness.
A
steep
descent Association in past years and it has
into the valley of the East Branch, everywhere met with approbation and
finds the party in the dooryard of a cooperation.
In that time there has
group cf log camps, a stone’s throw been a noticeable increase in the
above the river, in ample time f r number of song and
insectivorous
for supper.
Unburdened horses roll birds in the country.
It’s only one
in luxurious grass, drink copiously of a thousand activities carried on
and then enter upon a period of summer and winter by the Associa
feast and freedom with occasional in tion, for the protection of bards.

FO X TR A P P IN G
BOOK of
instructions
A
tells how to trap,]
s n a r e , poison
and shoot.
Ar
valuable b o o k ,
for trappers. If,
all the methods'
as given in this|
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he, had
begun trapping
when Columbus!
discovered
America, more
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping^Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare. Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

methods for
their capture.
■Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known. *
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Focket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
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STEEL T R A P S
\ESCRIBES the
'
various make*
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains

Land Cruising and Prospecting
S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; “Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; .Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Gamp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

I

and 130 illustrations,
.'printed on good qual
. *^
k
ity heavy paper. Just
r ) •E S t f i c t h e book that trappers
have long needed..'
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, poitpaid, cloth bound 60 cents,

j

CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS
HIS is one of th e^ g g i
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
©MfWTRAIL
ever written contain
METHODS
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
¥7$
the great outdoors.
\0
The author of this
book has spent years
in the w’oods, so
knows what is want
_.
AlaPgv_
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers aud
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping. Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and ’Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

m

Price, poitpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 centi.

Price, poitpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 centi.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how’
t o m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of .Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
i Price, poitpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

Q P F flA l
c.

Price, postpaid, eletb bound 6 0 cents

333 Paees> 5 x 7 in,

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
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O R D E R S

B OOK ofss?
A
information
about fur-bearing

practical

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Heaver,
Indian M<>de of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash. Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping. A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.

FUR FARM IN G

E S C R IBES the
fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i o n, w i t h

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

animals, enclos
M RW
ures, their habits,
F A R M IN G !
care, etc., and is
r
th e recognized
authority on fur
raising—now in
;
- a.
‘
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

BOOK of
structions f o r 1
A
trappers about these

T T takes e x tra fin e flou r to m a k e
all t h r e e e q u a l l y w e l l , b u t
W illia m T e ll does it, becau se it is
m illed b y a special process from
O hio R e d W in t e r W T ie a t. I f you
aspire to blue ribbon bread, cake
and p a stry that k eep th e fa m ily
look in g fo rw a rd to y o u r n e x t treat,
tell the g ro cer th at n o th in g w ill
do but W illia m T e ll— the flou r th at
goes farther.

Night Hunting D og -H is Ancestry. Training
the H unting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk. Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound. Training
—Specific Things to Teach. Training-Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2 Breed
ing and Cate o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still 1 railers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4 The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshur d and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Logs, A F;irmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

C A N A D IA N W ILD S
ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com-1
pany;‘Northern Indians M
and* their Modes o fb
Hunting, Trapping, etc H
Provisions f o r t h e h
Wilderness, Things to ||f|
Avoid, etc., etc. The j
author (Martin Hunter)'
was with the Hudson |
Bay Company for about
40 years— from 1863 to]
1903 and the informa- j
lion is given from al- j
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains -77 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

TO

SCIENCE OF FISHING
MINK TRAPPING
BOOK o f in
struction, giv
A
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink. This
Mi|1
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
'Vi'-r
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, poitpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.

H E most practi
on fish
SCIENCE o r ; 4 ing ever published.
FISHING | T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , WHEN
and W H E R E to
/TVJake
catch them; also tells
the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
j Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; F’ ishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

b T cal
J book

Price, postpaid, clotb bonnd, 6 0 cents
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Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s
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chambered.
This cartridge
gives
better accuracy than the .38 short
or long.
Do not be discouraged by
the results ycu are getting at target.
Keep on trying, remembering
that
the most important tilling of all is
ability to pull the trigger
without
flinching or moving the arm and you
will make progress.
Some cf the
best shots to the country could not
hit tlie target when they
started
shooting.
S. E. H., Franc-estown, N. H.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

I would like you to give the sizes
or diameter of the different bores of
guns- 12-16-20 gauges In fractions or
decimals of am inch.
Ans. 12 gapge, .729 inch; 16 gaug
.662 inch; 20 gauge, .615 inch.

Killing power?
Ans. It is effective on small game
at short range.
3. What leng/th would you advise,
12, 15 or 18 inch?
Ans. It really does net
make
much difference which length you se
lect.
4. Would i-t make a good pistol?
Ans. Not when compared with n
regular target pistol.
X. Y. Z., Auburn, Me.
The Marlin people say:
‘‘Black
and. low pressure loads can be used
as satisfactorily as the H. P. load in
the .32 Slpecial.
What lc-ad (in
grains) would you
recommend cf
semi-smokeless or low pressure smok
less?
How would the 32-40 load ap
ply to this cartridge?
Ans. The best way to get
the
proper load for any particular make
of cartridge is to write to the manu
facturer of the powder you wish to
use. Reloading i® at best a very dan
gerous proceeding and it does
not
pay to take any chances at all.
If
you insist on reloading, follow the
powder maker’s advice just as closely
as you- mow how.
If you- begin to
try experiments you will stand a
beautiful chance of losing part of
your anatomy, to say nothing of disti.rbing your peace of mind.

replied Horace ‘‘and I can't
reach
it.”
“ Well, lift him off if you can for
I can’t hold him off much longer.’’
Horace seized the hear with both
hands and by exerting all
his
strength, succeeded in getting one
hand under his body so as to reach
the pocket which contained the knife.
Seizing the pocket he quickly rent it
in twain, opened the knife and placed
1 in his comrade’s other hand. Bean
quickly inserted the blade in the
neck of the bear which he never
with,drew till the blood flowed like a
torrent from the wound.
Bruin soon began to lose his
strength and rolled partially from his
intended victim sc as, to give him. an
opportunity to slip from under ham.
Torn, bleeding and nearly, exhausted
Bean fled for the house accompanied
by Horace and the dog.
They in
brief and hasty manner related their
adventure.
Biean’s wounds
were
dressed, which proved not very seri
ous.
Joshua Dunn, the father of Hor
ace, seized has rifle and proceeded to
view the scene of the conflict. When
he arrived there no bear was to be
seen but he soon
discovered his
blocdy trail which he followed to a
short d’stance, where he discovered
him lying down with his head press
ed snugly against his side as if try
ing to stop the flow of blood. Joshua
raised Lis rifle and sent a bullet
through his brain which put an end
to his career.
Many a bitter cc-ld night while the
piercing blast has swept through the
valley have we slept snug and warm
beneath this creature’s skin which
though not so valuable by reason of
his extreme age, was uncommonly
large measuring nine feet in length
by seven in breadth.—Norway Adver
tiser.

leas efficient results which he gets. J. C. G., Hendersonville, N. C.
Al’ shotguns of whatever gauge Wheat 1. I have a Celt’s revolver, Pat.
July 25th, 1871, July 21, 1872, No.
:
On the festive occasion just pas<t, bored full choke, for instance, put
1964, caliber 36—rim. fire.
It is in
large numbers cf boyish hearts have ,79% of tlieiir charge in a 30 inch
good
shape,
five
shet
with,
hand
chas
With, a 20 gauge
been gladdened by the Christmas circle at 40 yds.
ed cylinder showing stage hold-up.
present which is capable of causing Ithe load of shot is less than withAns. Your revolver Shoots the .38
more thrills c.f
pleasure to tire Ithe 12 gauge and the results are
rim
fire cartridge.
I
therefore
a
thinmer
patternat
40
square inch than most anything else
2. Are there any cartridges to be
—a new rifle.
I know, because I |yds. than with the 12 gauge, or in
went thorough the sensations once my ! other words1, the 20 gauge has a pat- found for such an ohl-timer. If so,
Itern which is as dense as the 12 please state in next issue where I
self.
Some proud fathers—luckily the ! gauge only when fired at a shorter may obtain same.
You will find a
Ans- The cartridges above men
number is small—are still under the Irange than the 12.
full
choke
barrel
will
be best in 20 tioned can be obtained th,rough any
impression that it is dangerous to
This will give as great a j cf the hardware and sporting goods
give the small boy a real firearm in. i gauge.
get! dealers.
the shape of a .22 caliber repeater, (density of pattern as you can
for instance.
I wish I could have with a 20 gauge and the gun will kill
just a few minutes personal talk with effectively, only of course at not as W. W., Yates Center, Kansas.
1. I have seen an Automatic Coilts
each man who thinks in this way. great ranges as the 12 gauge, and
You might just as well say that a also, it will be necessary to hold revolver, ten shotI have looked in
boy sliall net learn how to swim for much closer with the 20 gauge. The some of the catalogs cf the largest
fear that he will be drowned!
It heaviest 20 gauge load supplied by sporting houses and the only ten
is the duty of every father to teach the factories i® 2*6 drams of bulk shot revolver I can find is the Sav
Do the Colt Co. make a ten
his son how to handle firearms—not smokeless powder and % az. of shot. age.
only for the great pleasure which Tire velocity of a charge fired from shot revolver and which is the best,
they will bring, but because accidents a cylinder bore is approximately the the Colt or Savage revolver?
The story of this struggle with ft
Ans. There is no Colt Automatic
with firearms are almost always due same as that from a full choke bore.
bear was written by the late Mark
Choke
makes
no
practical
difference
pistol excepting the new .22 auto,
to ignorance or carelessness and
Tapley. some 30 years ago.
Horace
which has a capacity of ten shots
rarely happen to those who know in the velocity.
Dunn was the father of Geo. H. Dunn
without reloading.
Incidentally I
how to handle them.
who now lives on Pike Hill and Chas
R E P O R T F IN E S .
C. W. B., N. Y.
never could, see what difference it
Mrs.
1. In the State of Jersey, its it made how many shots a magazine E. Bean was the father of
E. W. C., Durham, N. C.
Emma F. Swan of the Pleasant Ridg T w o Paid fo r B u y i n g S k i n s W i t h o u t
within the law to uise a repeating
Will a 20 gauge shotgun develop shotgun, if the magazine is filled wit held so long as it hold at least five. Farm at Norway Lake.
License.
As to which i® better, the Colt or
anywhere near the power, range and sufficient dummy shells so that only
Here is the story:
Savage, this ils a question for you to
penetration of the regular
twelve two loaded shells may be at the com
During the summer of 1852, one
Warden B. E. Stmith of Augusta
I would suggest that you
gauge bird gun by -using twenity- mand cf the user or does a gun have decide.
bright sunny
afternoon
Charles ELi and costs for buying the skins of
ask some of your friends who own,
Bean, a tall muscular, rosy cheeked and costs for buying tthe skins of
eight inch barrel and two * three- to be mechanically unable to handle
these models.
young man eighteen years of age, ac furbearing animals without a license
quarter inch shells with the heaviest more than two shells?
2. I would like for you to name
load practical for this gun?
Of
companied by Horace Dunn, a lad of by A. G. Robinson of Gardiner, aAns. According to the N. J. law the cost of a good hunting outfit. I
some twelve or thirteen years, start gent of G. R. Hunneweill of Auburn.
course the heavy load in this light
*t is necessary to have a gum which want the very best.
Let me know
ed for a field some eighty rods from Several fox and. skunk skins
gun would develop disagreeable re
were
w tl contain only two shells.
pilling also the cost of cartridges amd shells
the house for the purpose of secur found in Robinson’s possession pur
coil but w^tih. the addition of a recoil
the magazine up with dummy shells for a three months’ hunt up in the
ing a small piece of early grain. chased by him without a license and
pad and not considering the balance
will do you no good.
It is neces Rockies, thence up into Canada.
They took with them a gun loaded three were confiscated by the state
of rocoil that this would not remedy,
sary to have the gun fixed up fin
An®. I assume you are going after
with small shot and a small dog hop and sold for the benefit of the state
would the twelve have any consider
such a way that it is mechanically big game, in whfch case you would
ing to get a partridge.
able advantage.
With the addition
treasury.
impossible to put more than one need a high power rifle. As to the
Soon after they had commenced
of these features would tihe twenty
Warden J. L. Howard of Ridlonshell into the magazine. Along these cost of an outfit, it is almost impos
their work the dog strayed to the ville reports the payment of a fine
in any way match the twelve bird
lines, I have often wondered if the sible to make any definite estimate
margin of the forest and commenced
gun? If the twenty-eight inch bar
legislators realized when they passed as year idea and mine as to the tc bark in a most furious manner. of $10 by T. H. Burgess of Rumrel and heavy loads will anywhere
ford Center for buying the skins of
the law that they were also barring necessary clothing, food, etc., would
Thinking he had treed a partridge, fur bearing animals in November
near equal the twelve in range, what
the most popular firearm in use in probably vary considerably.
Also, I
Bean seized the gun and ran to as arjd December, 1915, without a li
is best to get as near the pattern of
t’ e United States teday—the .22 cal do not know bow much money ycu
certain the cause of the dog’s furi cense.
the twelve as possible without sac
iber repeater.
have to spend.
You do not say
ous manner, as they had never seen
rificing range, cylinder, modified
The appointment by
Governor
whether or -not ycu are going
by him in such a frenzy before. Cn ap
2.
In
your
estimation,
is
there
j
choice or full choke, bore? What style
Curtis, as of Friday, was announced
yourself,
which
is
another
very
im
proaching the spot Bean beheld a Saturday cf George S. Hawes of
of twenty would you suggest to come enough difference in the range and I
portant item.
If ycu will let me
huge bear all bristled up, his ears North Vassalboro as a trial justice
as near as possible to equaling the penetration of a shotgun with a thir-j
know a little more definitely
just laid back, his mouth wide open,
twelve bird gun as a twenty
can? ty-two inch barrel to warrant the!
what
you
intend
to
do,
where
you
a;ai snapping, growling and striking at h:'a of Kennebec county.
What is the heaviest load the twenty extra weight and , the convenience of
This going, etc., I will be very glad to spunky little adversary with his huge
will stand to handle safely?
Will a handling in the heavy brush?
help you out in the selection of an paws.
He was of the specie called
cylinder bore shoot stronger than a gun will be used in heavy brush part
outfit.
of
the
time
but
will
also
be
used
cn
rangers, his rough coat somewhat fad
choke bore cr does the choke bore in
ed, his tusks gone, his teeth few and
any way retard the load or take a- fex and ducks.
stumpy, and very lean in flesh. When
Ans. There is practically no dif Subscriber.
way any of its killing power?
1. Will the smooth bore of
the he beheld Bean with his gun he turn
Ans. It seems to me you are ference in the shooting results be
.44 Marble’s Game Getter gum shoot
ed to flee.
chasing the devil around the stump. tween the various lengths of shotgun
Curator Thomas A. .James of the
accurate and at what range, also give
In the excitement of the moment State museum is very much pleased
If you -desire to use one cf
If you want to get the power and barrels.
the killing power with- ball.
Bean raised his weapon, and let him with the possibility that two of the
quick
results which are produced by a 12 28 inch length because cf
Ans. A smooth, bore barrel will no have the contents in his hind part.
and
gauge gun, the only way to do it is handling properties, go ahead
albino salmon recently introduced in
shoot anywhere nearly as accurately The beast now turned on his adver
to buy a 12 gauge gun. What is t e set it feeling sure you will' not lose
to the new aquarium may live. Only
as a rifle barrel.
The .44 in a sary with a savage rear of mingle
two lived out of the original six
use of trying to get a small- gauge if anything in Shooting qualities.
smooth bore barrel will give accurate pain and rage.
Bean started back brought from the Camden hatchery.
3. Can you give me the names
the results you wish are those of the
results at possibly 30 yards,
wards when he chanced to trip a- One of these had appeared for two
12 gauge.
The small gauges are un and addresses of any reliable con
2. How will it target with shot? gainst a root which caused him to
or three days to be about on the
doubtedly very good for certain pur cerns who put out a three barrel gun
fall on his back between two large podnt of expiring, but Monday it was
Daly
poses, and 1 do not wish you to The only one I know is the
stones.
Before he could recover active in the tank again. The other
think that I condemn the 16 or 20 gun, pu-t out by the Schoverlimg, Daly
the bear was upon him biting ar-d' one has shown no signs cf weakne-s®
This is,
gauge guns.
They are satisfactory & Gales Co., New York.
tearing the best he could with h is' since it came.
The curator thinks
if the shcoter will not try to over no doubt, a wonderful gun, but the
short stumpy teetlh and dull claws.
load them and is satisfied with the I price is too steep for my pocketbook.
there is a possibility, even a proba
Had the bear been young and vigor bility, that both specimens may live.
Ans. Assuming that your hunting
ous the unfortunate young man would If they do Hive they wi,E he the only
is to be done to Jersey, there isn't
have been torn in pieces as soon as exhibition® of the kind in the coun
mu- h use in your purchasing a three
the beast could have obtained a firm t s
Ibarrel gun as you could not use it
grip and brought his hind feet into
in your State.
The only Company
use.
But taking advantage of his
Daily Thought.
"Women’s work is never done,” outside of the one you mention mak
lack of tusks and scattering
teeth
they say, and too often this is true. ing these guns is, I think, the Three
He that will not reason is a bigot;
To sit and sew all clay is tiring work, Barrel Gum Co., MoundsviWe,
Bean never losing his presence of he that cannot reason is a fool, and
West
and often results in headache, back
m
md forced his hand far down his he that dares not reason is a slave.—
Va.
ache and sometimes kills ambition
throat and with a firm grasp held Sir W. Drummond.
and takes away the appetite. The
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
stomach, liver and bowels need exer T. L., Fabrica, Philippines.
fast to the roots of his tongue at
Offers room with hot ard
cise, but they don’t get it when you
cold water for $1.00 per day
the same time calling loudly for help.
Quiet Joys.
I
have
a
Colt
.38
Special
5
inch
bend ah day over a needle. When
and up, which includes free
The joys that are bought with money
The brave little deg showed his
Which is better for target
this sort of work tells on. you, you can. barrel.
use of public shower baths.
good will by seizing the bear’s hind are worth nothing compared with the
find great relief by taking “ L. F.” shooting, the„.3S short or the .38
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Atwood’s Medicine. It is safe to take long cartridge?
legs with hi® sharp teeth, while the joys that, though sweet and gentle and
I am trying both
unassuming, are yet deep, enduring
and acts favorably on the digestive
discomfited brute choked, coughed
As
Rooms with private baths
organs, regulates the liver and bow but I can’t find the difference.
and quieting; the joys that enlarge the
for $1.50 per day and up;
and strangled, a®, though he had heart instead of diminishing it, and
els, and helps a sick headache. it'is a new gun and the first I had, I
suites of two rooms and bath
Women or men who lead a sedentary can’t hit at a target.
swallowed something little end fore which we too often pass by—some
I shoot high
for $4.00 per dav and up.
life will find this medicine a fine rem
most.
Horace now appeared on the what in the manner of those peasants
or
law.
I
am
hoping
in
the
future
to
edy to keep in the home.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF scene.
whom one sees in an ecstasy over the
make
better
scores.
FREE.— “ Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt o f
“ Get m,y jack knife quick,”
said fireworks at some fete, and who pay
Ans.
I
would
recommend
using
th
Send
for
Booklet
one outside yellow wranper from the bottle,
not the smallest attention to the splen
Bean, “ and I will cut his throat.”
.38 Colt Special Cartridge as this is
together with your opinion o f our Medicine.
STORER F. CR AFTS
G en .
Manager
“ He lays right on your pocket,” dor of a summer night.—Sabatier.
*L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me- the cartridge for which your gun is
START
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all day
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up from Haines Dandling Tuesday io
attend this Rebekab installation.
(Contin ued from page one.)
The Jolly Twelve met
Thursday
Rangeley Tavern for the
winter afternoon with Mrs. F. G. McKenzie, |
eight members being present.
Re- j
months.
Mrs. Wm. Nottage and little cue freshments cf coffee mousse, walnut
have returned to their fluomie
in filling cake, chocolate cake and cof
fee were served.
The next meeting
West Farmington.
will be held with Mrs.
Warren
Mr. aind Mir®. Daniel French have
Ross.
moved to Philips, Mr. French hav
Mr. and Mrs. G. Lafayette Kemping been transferred to a different
w h en y o u fire -u p som e
ton and Carl Jones were in Boston
route.
P rin c e A lb e r t in you r
Carl Jones returned
Mr. George Caikes, wi o
recently the past week.
Monday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kempton,
suffered such a painful injury
is
old jim m y pipe or in .a
making dalify imipnoivemenit aind it is will remain, for a Longer timem akin’s cigarette. A n d
At the Men’s League Saturday
now thought thiait it wiilil mot be mecessary to amputate more of
the evening the question: Resolved that
y o u k n ow i t ! C a n ’tfget
limb untesis unlocked for com,plicat a voting contest is am injury to a
in w ro n g w ith P . A . fo r it
community.
Affirmative, Mason Hus
ion,s set in.
sell,
J.
Sherman
Hear;
negative,
H.
is m ade right; m ad e to
At tdxe annual election, of officers
The de
of tlie Ladlies’ Lakeside League the 0 Riididlle,, Harwood Childa.
spread - sm ok e-su n sh in e
officers which, served the past year cision was' in favor of the affirmative
am on g m en w h o h ave
were unanimously re-elected, the only side, although the negative side pre
Voted
changes being Mir®. Evelyn, Boulter, sented a very eHo,quent plea,.
suffered w ith scorched
chosen to sierve as Assistant Teaclir to hold the suppers every other Tues
to n g u e s an d p a rc h e d
er, Mrs. Emily Nile as
Assistant day night instead of Saturday thus
giving the merchants a good chance
Secretary.
throats!
T h e patented
Mrs. James Miathliiesion is at her: to attend.
process
fix
es that— a r t
home on High street for the winter, j A orewi of men under Saul Col
The past few days she has entertain lins are at Work repairing Prof. Neto change the shape crvl
cuts out bite and parch.
color o f unsalable brands
ed Mrs. F. B. Burp's' another, Mrs. lier’s Wharf which suffered consider
to imitate the Prince
A
l
l
day
lo
n
g
youC’ll
*sing
Albert tidy redrtin, but
Kate Blaitr of Bowdoiniham, Mr. Matili- able damage during the fail' storms.
it is impossible to imi
tate the flavor o f Prince
Miiiss Lavema Murphy and Mrs. Saul
h o w glad y o u are you ’re
ieson was at bonne Tuesday.
A lb e r t t o b a c c o ! T h e
patented processproter.ts
Robert Johnson, the little son of Collins are reported oh the sick-list.
pals w ith
th at!
Gus Johnson has so far recovered Mrs. Qhas. Cushman is now able to
from his recent operation for appen be cut after a two Weeks’ illness.
Mrs. Amos Ellis is now taking a
dicitis as, to be able to return home
from Dr. Ross’ private hospital.
few step® each day and expects to
Mrs. Leona Spencer and children be able to return home soon.
have returned from Strong,
where
The past few weeks have been
they have been the past month.
ideal for winter sports aind we are
Miss Lavema Murphy spent Christ pleased to note that several parties
the national
mas vacation as guest of her aunt in, have taken advantage of the winter
Waltham.
Her mother, Mrs. C. C. pleasures.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Y o u take’this testim ony straight from the s h o r te r ,.m e n .
Murphy accompanied her home from, Wheatland, two son® and two daugh
Y o u can sm oke a barrel o f P . A . w ith out a kicki 11 hands
Portland.
ters and four guests liave been hav
out
all the to b a cco happiness a n y m an ever dream ed
Fred Hamm went to Hebron Sana ing a jolly time at
Osceola Farm
about, it’s s o sm ooth and friendly. It’s a m igh ty cheer
torium Tuesday for an examination. owned by L. D. Haley.
They have
Everywhere tobacco is cold
y o u ’ ll fin d P rin ce A lb e r t
ful thing to be o n talking-terms w ith you r pipe and you r
He was
a patient there
dur as guides, C. L. Harnden, Ocnrie and
awaiting your cheerful visit.
Buyit in toppy red bags. S c ;
ing the sumjmer months, but since hisjj Lecn-D. Haley.
The days liave been
tongue at the same time— but hat’s w h a t’s com in g
tidy red tins, 1 0 c ; handsome
his return, has apparently improved in,|full of pleasure, the company being
pound and half-pound humi
to y ou sure as you pin you r faith to Prince A lb e rt!
dors— and— in l
classy
health.
! treated to a genuine snowstorm upon,
pound crystal-glass humidor
with sponge - moistener top
Miss' Helen Raymond is doing table their arrival.
Every minute of the
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
that keeps the tobacco so fit l
worfk at the Tavern during the ill time lias been spent to the best ad
ness of Miss Guida Phillbrick. Miss vantage, and included
sieigliridesi,
Plhiilibrick is slowly improving, her snowshJoe parties, rabbit and
fooc
many friends' are pleased to note,.
bunting.
Tlie party secured a large
George M. Esty
returned from number of rabbits and bad good for sociable at the Grange bail Monday Wheeler Luce, assisted by the fol with his brother, Clintcn Meador and
They also attended the New
Gr.
Wander, family.
Boston Monday, where be accompan tune in the latter sport, having a evening to celebrate their recent vic lowing Gr. officers:
The girls being the losers Amrua Bdodgeft; Gr. Chap., Winifred Year's ball at Stratton.
ied Mrs. Eisty, who is being treated I;ve fox also to their credit.
One tory.
Floyd Stuibb® lia® two men working
Kempton;
by Dr. Harvey.
At present she Is a day the entire party camped out of served the fallowing supper bo the Hinklley; Gr. Sec., Alice
Sand Gr. Treas., Ida Carlton; Gr. Guard, for lidm, getting ready for the elec
guest of Mr. Eisifcy’s sisters at Mattia* doors, cooking and eating in the open boy® who won, by 33 points:
pan.
which was a novel, experience at this wiches, pickles, oldives, salad®, cake, Minnie Spiilder; Gr. Herald, Alice tric lights.
The fol Oakes.
The following officers were
Mrs. Harry Reynold® and
two season of the year.
The party with doughnuts, coffee, cocoa.
Warren Dyer has returned home
installed:
P. N. G., Lunette Rose; Ifrom Stratton, where lie has been
children, who have been visiting her the exception of Mr. Richard Wheat- lowing program, was given:
•Winifred Hamm (N. G., Carrie Russell ; V. G., Fired-1working.
sister, Mrs. M. D. Tibbetts returned land and son, Steven returned Tues>- Piano Solo,
Beatrice Cfotby illLa Soule; Sec., Florence Rridgham; I Mrs. Elmer Fatter is'going to work
to her home Saturday.
1 day. They will remain far a few days Recitation,
Piano Duet,
Elizabeth Oakes,
Fim., AJjice Hinkley; Treas.,
Annie for Mrs. George Tanguay.
Tire recent light snows have re longer.
Ailethu Oliitds Tibbetts; Warden, Mabel Case; Con
joiced the hearts, of the rabbit hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman Wilcox and
Mr. Horace Potter has gone to
Carroll Ross ductor, HetLen Raymond; R. S. N. G., Lewiston, with h.iA fattier, where he
ers wb,o have made the most of their son are at their camp on, Kennebago Recitation,
Scug,
Eleanor and Olive Moore Lucy Herrick; L. S. N. G., Leona is taking treatment.
opportunity the paist week.
stream for the winter.
Alice Bennett|Spencer; Chaplain, Clara Rector; R.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Welch were
The Juniors held a supper
and Recitation,
Piano Solo,
Lita Ndie Sup. V. G., Ilia Badger; L. Sup. V. G.,
Protect C o r n e r s of Books.
Darkie Song,
Eight Girls Edith. Elillis; Inside Guardian, Minnie
Having discovered what will keep
Cushman; Outside Guardian, Maude the corners of books from getting
Sailor Song and Danae,
Muriel
and Evelyn. Brown Brooks.
The work was executed in ! torn when being packed away, I pass
Tableaux
very pleasing manner and was very it on to others. Cut up one side of
The manner in which it j an envelope and slip it over the cover
After the program, games were play beautiful.
was done reflected gteat credit up of the books. I have used this meth
ed
and
the
following
leader®
to
bead,
OTTER POND GAMPS
od for packing away valuable books.—
a Blue and Red contest chosen, Aden on the special degree team and its i Exchange.
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
in g and hunting. Send for circular.
mistress, Minnie Spiller.
A short I
Hoar
and
Thelma
Porter.
The
even
M ID D L ED AM , MAINE
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
program followed:
Caratunk, Me.
In ohe o f the best localities for fishing and ings entertainment and supper were
Artificial Gold Fish.
hunting in the R angeley R egion. Camps with in charge of Mrs. Frank
Badger, Solo,
H. O. Huntoon
The artificial coloring of gold fish to
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to
Eleanor Moore, Lita Nile, Alice Reading,
Con,rad Lamb meet prevailing tastes by keeping
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
F I S H I N G
Barrett, Pauline
Rector,
Mutrieli Solo,
Faye
Worth,ley them in water containing certain
Lakewood Gamps,
Middiedam, M e.
AT
chemicals is extensively carried on in
Brown., Ailetha Chiilds., Thelma Porter Piano Duet,
Mrs. Child®, Mlrs.
Sicily.
and Lucille Taylor.
A fine time was*
Row,e
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Solo,
=
Rena Tibbetts
a t S p r in g L a k e
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly enjoyed.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Mildred
Huntoon
A man by the name of Mike Bums, Reading,
House
always
open.
JOHN
CHADW
ICK
&
CO.,
ir e most charmingly situated on the shores of
Mrs. Clara Quirmby,
who has been employed at Savage’s Dialogue,
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, Upper Dam, Maine.
parest of spring water and the table is first-class,
P. Alton Quimby
camps died Monday at the htome of
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria D E A D R I V E R R E G IO N
Mrs. Ad die Norton ,
Mrs. Leona Spencer.
The uinifortuil- Remark®,
d J T h e classified page
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every ate man was taken ill while in caimlp
Mrs. Della Wheeler Luce
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
and medical assistance was sent for, Delicious refreshments of sandwiches, c o n s t it u t e s a cle a rin g
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with tion resort. Good fishing and hunting hi® condition being such that
tlhe assorted cake, coffee and harlequin
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms section
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. doctor had him moved to tlie vil ice cream, were served by the com
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
house
of
“ W hite
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
It is estimated that 250 cr
lage.
After a1 time hi® relative® mittee.
This was cer E le p h a n ts.”
were located and' a sister-iindiaw ar better were present.
rived Tuesday to accompany the re tainly a red1 letter day for tlie ReBlakeslee Lake Camps
P A G K A R D ’S G A M P S
mains to his home in Berlin, N. H. bekahs and many word® of appreciat q M o s t p e o p le have
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Rangeley Lakes
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
No further
particulars could, be ion were heard from tlie assembled
Rangeley,
Maine
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
guests.
w h ite
e le p h a n t —
learned.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oma
Eillii®
are
guests
Dr.
Eustis
and
bride,
who
was
forSkinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Maine.
mehly Mis® Margaret Richardson are at bis sister’s,, Mrs. Verne G. Piilte- d isca rd ed article which
ridge and duck hunting.
spending their honeymoon at Indian bury.
either has served its
Rock and are enjoying camp life im
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor. RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE mensely.
On Rangeley Lake.
Round Mountain. Maine
p u rp ose or for other
EUSTIS
Tlie Lassell. andi Whiting
party
T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
are expected Saturday at tlie Tav
luly 1 to Oct.
reasons is not earning
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
AND LOG CAMPS.
ern, after which they will proceed to
Jan, 3.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Beet fishing region.
their camp at Kennebago, where pre
T.
C. Baitemail of Mad ison wa s inits room .
Ipecial J une and September rates. Booklet.
Raugeley, Maine.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
paration® have been made for their town recently.
coming.
Mir. and Mrs. Dion Blackwell and C| E v e r y w h ite elephant
Come to the Maine Woods
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
Miss Florence Green, Miss
Long son, Julian came out from Round
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic and Mrs. Fronefield are at tlie form Mountain recently.
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
Mr. and Mrs. o f yours has a cash value
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty surroundings and comfortable cabins to er’® camp on the shore
of
Dodge Blackwell! are going to New York and
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, anyone looking for good fishing and
Maine.
rest. Write for booklet and references to Pond; fer a short vacation.
they also intend to go to Florida be to so m e o n e .
HEMON B L A C K W E L L .
Tuesday evening occurred the pub fore they return.
Dallas. Maine
A w a n t ad w ill find
lic installation of Summit Rebekah
Alton Cocorial of Bast Fairfiefid,
Lodge, No. 120.
The officer® Were Vermont, lias gone to work for Mr.
RANGELEY LAKES
RANGELEY, MAINE
b u y e r for a fe w cents.
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write installed in a very pleasing manner Malilloney in hd® mill on Bustji® Ridge.
for free circular.
by Dep. Gr. Pre®., Mrs. Addle Nor
Aubrey
Meador
came
out
from
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
ton, Dep,. Gr. Marshall,, Mrs. Della Alder stream and spent New Year’s
W IN T E R

SPORTS AT

RANGELEY

You’ve hit the
right tobacco

jo y sm oke

Where To Go In Maine

John <2arville*s (Samps

a
a

YORK C AM P S,

a

J.'LEW IS YORK, Prop.

•

MAIl NE WOODS,

SWEDE CHARGED
WITH ASSAULT

PHILLIPS,

Lights the Tree,” Wesliey Winter; ‘‘A
Christmas
Camp
on,
the
Sar
Gabre’l,” Amos Winter; distribution
of presents by Mr. Winder assisted
by Amos Winter and then refresh
ments were served.
A purSe of money was tendered Mr
and Mrs. A. G. Murray by the mem
bers of the Baptist church at the
Union Christmas- .tree, Friday even
ing.

M A I N E , J A N U A R Y 6, 1916.
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Herbert Witiliam and family, Mr. and assistance of some of their relatives
Mrs. Joseph Witham and eon passed gave a Christmas dinner and supper
Christmas in Temple with; Mr. and at the Club House to quite a num
Mrs. James Gates.
ber of their connections' in this; vi
On complaint of Eli Veek, a Fir cinity.
Beaiidesi Mr. Lake and family
Pure blood enables the stomach,
landery- Fred Westburg, a , Swede, there were present, Mr. and Mir; liver and other digestive organs to do
Christmas W ell Celebrated in Town
was arrested Aloud ay by Deputy Sher John Berry, Lincoln Smith, and fam their work properly. Without it they
iff L* P. Hinds and brought before ily, Air. and Mrs. Chas. Lamlbert, Er are sluggish, there is loss of appetite,
— Other Kingfield Items.
Trial Justice 0. C. Dolbier for hear nest Smith and family, Harry Lumber sometimes faintness, a deranged state
ing.
First be was charged with as and family, George Willard and fam of the intestines, and, in general, all
(Special C orrespondence.)
sault, on which count be was fined ily and James Black.
Twenty-five the symptoms of dyspepsia.
Pure blood is required by every
Kingfietld, January 5.—O. C. Dolbier
$10
and
costs,
but
an
appeal
was
al
in all being seated around the tables organ of the body for the proper per
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Dolbier enter
and family were invited to a Christ
tained to a Christmas dinner Sat lowed with- bonds at $50 which were laden with roast chicken and spairerib formance of its functions.
mas tree at Chas. Leetnan’e Friday
The second charge was with, vegetables, pickles and
other
H ood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
urday, Mrs. Ellen Small!, Merle Fur- furnished.
evening.
Refreshment® of cake, pie,
ber, Mrs. Blanche Small, Glory Small, single sale, on which probable cause relishes, bread and butter, preserves. blood, and this is why it is so suc
cocoa and candy were served.
cessful in the treatment of so many
being found the defendant was bound j
Asa Small.
diseases and ailments. Its acts di
Alton ChurohiHl and family too’
over
to
the
February
term
of
court
In
A Christmas tree was held at the
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S.
rectly on the blood, ridding It of
dinner Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
the sum of $200 sureties. H. S. Wing
home of Mr. and Mrs. liar land Mor
scrofulous and other humors. It is
Frank Hutchins.
a peculiar combination of blood-puri
rell Saturday evening at which the appeared for the prosecution and Mr.
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Far
Little Frances Dolbier was made following guests were present: Mrs. Rawlins of Richards & Rawlins, Far
fying, nerve-toning, strength-giving
mington, in and for the County of
substances. Get it today.
happy by a Christmas tree at her Alice Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon mington, for the respondent.
Franklin, in vacation, December 27,
The K. H. S. basket ball beys w*ill
homeVance, Mrs. Bertha Kemptcn,
Mr.
1915, in the year of our Lord one
Norman Small of Farmington, U. of and Airs. A. E. Savage, Miss Esther play the Wilton Academy team at thousand nine hundred and fifteen, assented cakes and pie-s. Mir®. Lulu
M. ’16, is visiting relatives in town. Savage, Freeland Savage,
Bnrdell French hall, Kingfield, Friday, Jan- tiie following matters having been Taylor was the efficient chairman of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles PiILsbury of Pin killam, Dam Abbott, Mr.and Mrs. ua;ry 7, and the same night the King- presented for the action thereupon the corn, appointed to look after the
Minneapolis, Minn., are guests of his Glenn Taylor,
Mrs. Hattie Wilber, field High school girls will play the hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Christmas decorations and entertain
mother, Mrs. Frances Pillsbury, The Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor,
Mr. Farmington High girls at Kingfield. ordered:
That notice thereof
be ment at the church. All- were glad to
party are stopping at the Kingfield and Airs. Will Gates, Mr. and Mr^. The girls’ team, have the following given to all persons interested, by accept an- invitation- to dine with the
North Anson at
Percy Wilber, Mrs. Bertha
Ta-yllor, games' scheduled:
House.
causing a copy of this order to be jolly crowd at the Club house and
Mr. Howe Newell of Pittsburg, Pa., Herbert Davis, Fred Vance, Air. and North Anson, January 28; North An published three weeks successively in Mrs. Tayilo-r with her assistant, Mrs.
a Bowdoin student, is passing his Mrs. O. I. Landers, Frank and Sibyl son at Kingfield, February 16. There tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub Agnes Grover were their guests at
Christmas vacation with J. Glenwood Landers, Ralph Eaton. Refreshments is a game with, Phillip® pending.
lished at Phillips, in said Coun supper.
The New Year's ball given by the
of asserted
candy and peannts
Winter.
ty, that they may appear at a Pro
The entertainment and tree at the
K. H. S. A. A. Friday evening, De
Mrs. Cora L. Cushman went to were served.
* .
bate Court to be held at said Far church Christmas might was a very
cember
31,
received
good
patronage
Portland Saturday to attend the joint
mington, on the third Tuesday of pleasant affair.
Miss Marguerite Faust of Boston is
Mr. Webster as his
Thiere were
installation of the officers! of
the the guest of her cousin, Miss Made from the townspeople.
January, A. D. 1916, at ten o’clock custom h,as- furnished a beautiful tree.
twenty-five'
dances
cm
the
program
Brotherhood of Train Men and the line Winter for ten days.'
ir. the forenoon, and be heard there Nathaniel- Willard kindly helped to
and music was furnished by Columbia
Ladies’ Auxiliary.
She will return
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Brackley
of
o f if they see cause.
put it in position and Airs. Tlaylor
orchestra.
An oyster stew,
cake
this week.
Strong were guests of Mrs. BrackAnne Hutchins, late of Eustis, de spared no pains in deco-rating It,
Mrs. Naomi Phillips is passing the ley s brother, W. P. Watson, Satur and coffee supper was served at the ceased.
First and final account of while all the members of the com
Universallst vestry at intermission in
winter in Banger.
day, Sunday and Monday.
Frank B. Hutchins, administrator.
mittee united in filling the tree al
charge of Mrs. Vesta Dolbier.
The
John Meld,rum and family of HoulLeroy Norton of Lexington is work
Anne Hutchins, late of Eustis, de most to the breaking point with the
ton have moved into the Perry rent ing in the Jenkins & Bogert birch waitresses were Mildred Williamson, ceased.
Petition for distribution1pre abundance of fruit contributed.
We
Lou CorvLlle, Tlielma French, Emma
on North Main Street.
mill,'and boarding with Alton Church
sented by Frank B. Hutchins, admin are justly proud of the musical tal
Dolbier, Clarice
Weymouth, Laura
F. E. Boynton and Ohas. Piltebury ill.
istrator.
ent in thi® vicinity and the singing
Corson, Doris Brown.
were at Lambert's camps, Black Nub
Christie Stevens is visiting her
Louisa F. Dill, late of Phillips, de which- entered largely into the pro
The W. C. T. U. met at the home
ble, Tuesday.
ceased.
Petition for administrator gram was greatly enjoyed by all.
aunt, Mrs. Fred Westburg.
f;f
Mrs. O. W. Simmons
Thursday
Mr. and Airs. Wild Gates of Ph4tl)Oloyd Small is visiting relatives In
presented by Orrin Pray.
Very pleasing was the singing
by
afternoon.
The next meeting will be
lips were guests over Sunday of Farmington.
Levi J. Blaisdell, late of Weld, de two little sons of Charles Peary, Mrs.
with Mirs. Efifie Hutchins.
their daugthter, Mrs. Bernard Taylor.
Rev. C. J. Longley was at Flag
ceased.
First account of adminis Peary accompanying them on the or
All schools opened Monday
with
Rev. Irvtin Towsdey has shipped his staff Monday.
tration of Orlean McLaughlin, admin gan.
The children gave- their reci
the same teachers as in the previous
household goods to Kingfield and is
istrator
Dr. Russell of Farmington
came
tations in a manner well plea-sing to
term, most of whom arrived Friday
expected to preach at Universallst to Kingfield by auto Tuesday,
De
Amos F. Breed, late of Lynn, the audience who heartily applauded
night to attend the New Year’s ball.
church Sunday, January 2.
Massachusetts.
Final account
cf them.
This p-art of the program
cember 28.
The U. of M. students report that
The heavy rain of Saturday nigibt
John Thomas, Jr., has left L e w is r
Eugene H. Mather, administrator.
closed by some very Interesting re
the
cement
for
the
new
concrete
and Sunday stopped all traffic Sun ton hospital where hie ‘has been for
Julia M. Hinkley, late of Weld, de marks from our pastor, Rev.
John
day and took the ice out
of
the two months and gone to Brownfield, bridge at Kingfield i« being tested r t ceased.
Petition for
distribution- Dunstan upon the Christmas customs
Carrabasset river which broke up at where be passed Christmas with has that college.
presented by Josephine Seammon, ad in Engl-aaid after which the fruit wasthis village about 3 o ’clock.
During wife’s parents.
ministratrix.
^
removed from the tree and passed athe night Sunday the river Was clear
Levi J. Blaisdell, late of Weld, de round.
Clarence Wyman was the guest of
We think good old Santa
REED'S MILL.
ed as far as North Anson. Adi church his mother, Mrs. Emma Wyman from
ceased.
Petition for license to sell remembered every one present with,
services were postponed.
real estate presented by Orlean Alc- ju-s-t what was- most wanted.
Saturday to Tuesday.
He is employ
Christ
Jan. 2.
Mrs. A. G.
Murray was much ed as draftsman in the office of the
Laughlin, administrator.
mas 1915 Is past and as- one little
pleased to receive a large Happy Boston and Albany Railroad
J. Dexter Huntoon, late of Range- girl said, ‘‘Christmas- is a long time
Com There wore 25 who braved the
storm Sunday and attended church. ley, deceased.
Thought bag from many friends in pany, South Station.
Petition for license coming,” but we hope the spirit of ft
town. The bag was of cretonne and
A post card shower was given We were well paid for our effort as to sell real estate presented by Odin the loving and giving, the peace and
three feet square but had to be sup Frank Lander'by the Rebekahs re- Miss Leathers gave- us a grand ser R. Rowe, administrator.
goed wjiil with Glory to God i-m t" e
mon for the New Year from the text,
plemented by a suit case and other cently.
Wesley N. Hoar, late of Phillips, de Highest may remain with us unt-M
parcels to deliver all of the
gifts.
Dr an^ Mrs. J. E. Cartland were ‘‘He came, not to be ministered ur ceased.
Petition for confirmation of December 25, 1916 rolls around Christ
Cur
pastor trustee presented by Willis A. Hoar. ina® again and may that hiap-py day
Master William Winter acted as Sant entertained at a Christmas dinner by r.o, but to minister.’’
rede from East Madrid, a distance of
Charles O. Dill, late of Phillips, de find the war-rent countries across
Ciaus but was assisted in carrying
an(j jvirs. H. S. Wing,
Petition for probate of will the ocean once more- at peace with
the presents by Mr. Alunray and Amo
Ed Horn has been quite sick with six miles, in the storm to preach to ceased.
us.
j presented by Mary N. Dili, the
ex- one another.
Winter, Jr.
A Christmas program cf quinsy but is now better,
Miss Jennie Wheeler was the guest ! ecutrix named therein.
music and recitations was given by
Mrs. Reginald Hinckley and little
Bio-n P Stevens, late cf Kingfield,
several of the children.
Idaughter of Phillips visited her par- of Miss, Leathers at F. H. Hatha
T-he following family gathering wasjents> Mr and Airs. C. C.
Barden way’s Sunday night.
; deceased.
First and final account
MADRID
About nine inches of snow came Iof Lillian E. Stevens, administratrix.
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. over Sunday.
A. G. Winter Christmas eve. Those
Ada L. Hun-ter, late of Phillips, de
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Pilishury
of Sunday and Sunday might.
Jan,. 4.
Wilson Sargent is driving
Lin- ceased.
present were Mire. Lucinda Winter, Minneapolis, Minn., were the guests
First and final account of
Th,e road breakers were on their
Mr. and Mrs. Earland S. Winter, Air. of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Bcynton Mon woed Stinchfield’s team at Long Pon Edith M. Hunter, executrix.
job yesterday for fchie first time thisfor a short time.
and Mrs. F. B. Hutchins, Mrs. Sum day. .
Sarah E. Hoar, late of Rangeley,
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Milford
Dunham
have
deceased.
Final account of Linton winter.
ner Winter, Miss
Thelma French.
Miss Miriam Schafer is teaching in
J. C. Weills is recovering from a
The prog,ram was:
Christmas w©l-j North Freeman for -two weeks to moved into their pretty home and E. Hoar, admi-nistratcr.
bad
cold and a sere throat whichare
nicely
settled.
It
is
truly
an
Sarah E. Hoar, late of Rangeley,
come, William Winter; carol, ‘ ‘Song finish out the winter term there.
seems prevalent in this- community.
ideal
home,
everything
i®
so
nice
and
deceased.
Petition
for
distribution
in the Air,” Wesley Winter; recita
Mrs. Florence Witham, Mr. and
Farmers- are having Laird wo-rk to
tion, Della Moores; carol, all of the Mrs,. Aillie Witham and family, Mr. cosy, a nice bathroom, set tub, and presented by Linton E. Hoar, admin
harvest their ice a® the- river
ilce
many
other
conveniences.
We
all
istrator.
children, ‘ ‘Ring Out, Ring Out Ye and Mrs. Carl Cole, Mr. and Mrs.
has
gene
out
au.d
thie
snow
has
cov
wish
the
young
couple
much
happin
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
Beils;” recitation, ‘ ‘When
Daddy,
ered the ice on the pond-s;.
ess in their lovely home.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
COLD
W EATHER
ACHES
AND
George Dunham, wife and
littille
A true copy.
OUR J I T N E Y O F F E R — T h i s and 5*.
P A IN S.
Fariice have visited relative® in tc-wn
DON’T MISiS THUS.
Cut out this
W E ST FREEMAN
Many aches and pains, sore musc
for a -few days.
N O T IC E .
slip, enclose with five cents to Foley les, stiff joints and much rheumatism
Mlrs. Charles Heath is- caring fo
The subscriber hereby gives notice
& Co., Chicago, 111.,
writing your attributed to eold weather have their
il er daughter, Mrs. Lee Heatlhi of
Jan. 4.
that he has been duly appointed ad North- New Portland, who has- a
naan® and add res® clearly.
You wall first cause in failure o,f the kidneys
Mis® Cora Thompson o-f North Free
receive in return a trial package con to properly eliminate waste matter man has been spending a week wit ministrator of the estate of War little son.
taining Foley’s Honey and Tar Com from the system.
Foley Kidney Pil’d Iter mother, Mrs. Annie Thompson. ren Stevens, late of Rangeley, in
pound, for coughs, colds and croup,, tone up weak and diseased kidneys, Master Harold Thompson is suffering the County of Franklin, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs.
SIX -Y E A R -O L D H A D C R O U P
Foley Kidney Pi’ l-s, and Foley Cathar giving prompt relief from aches and from a severe cold.
All persons having demands against
‘‘I
have a little girl siix years- eld
tic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.
pains-.
Filcyd E. Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Lake, with the
the estate of said deceased are de who ba-s a good deal of trouble with
sired to present the same for settle er cup,” writes W. E. Curry, EvansiFOR
R H E U M A T IS M
ment, and ail indebted thereto are vil-le, Ind.
‘‘I have use-d Foley’s
requested to make payment immed Honey and Ta-r, obtaining instant re
As soon as an attack of Rheumat iately.
lief for her.
My wife and I a-liso use
Charles L. Harnden.
ism begins apply Sloan’s Liniment.
R and willl say it is- t-he best cure
Don’t waste time and suffer unnec November 16, 1915.
for a bad cold, cough., throat trouble
essary agony. A few dro-p-s of Sllioan’s
and croup that I ever saw.” Floyd
N O T IC E .
Liniment on the affected parts is all
E. Parker.
you need.
The pain goes at once.
A grateful sufferer writes:— “ I was
The subscriber hereby gives notice
suffering for three weeks with Chron that -he has been duly appointed ad
ic Rheumatism- and Stiff Ne-ck, al-' ministrator of the estate of Margaret
OF BOOKS FOR TWO WEEKS
though I tried many medicines, they H. Murphy,
Late of
Rangeley
in
the
County
of
Franklin,
failed.
Fortunatefly
I
heard
of
P H ILL IPS, ME.
Dec. 30, 1915 to Jan 13, 1916
NO. 1 B E A L BLOCK
Sloan’s Liniment and after using it deceased, and given bonds as the
50c books for 39 cts.
All persons having de
j three or four day® am up and w-eil-1. law directs.
25c books for 19 cts.
! I am employed at the biggest depart mands against the estate of said de
ment
store
in
S.
F.
where
they
emceased
are
desired
to
present
the
S*S30SSieSBMI
The latter includes story books
! ploy from six to eight hundred hands same for settlement, and all indebted
and
all picture books in stock.
land they surely will hear ail aib-out thereto are requested to make pay
SUNDAY HOURS: II A. M. to 12 M. 5 P. M. to 6 P* M*
Sloan’s Liniment.—H. B. Smith, S-an ment Immediately.
E. H. WHITNEY,
THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED.
Charles C. Murphy. Phillips,
Francisco, Cal.—Jan. 1915.
25^. at
Maine
December 21, 1915.
all Druggists.

EVERYBODY NEEDS
PURE, _ F p BLOOD

AGAR

th e n e w la xa tive.
H a v e y o u tried it?

FLOYD E. PARKER
Store

SPECIAL SALE

MAIJNE

is

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, JA N U A R Y

6, 1916.

cept the abbve and
1.00
50
35
Daniel Pease
lows, to wit:
public lot
10,740 24,000 300.00
C. F. Blanchard,
Owners and
No.
270 1,000 20.00
To be expended on the roads therein,
Daisey land
Tax
Val.
Description
Acres
and Thomas A. Schofield of Weld is
C. F. Blanchard,
Sumner J. Wyman
4 50 appointed agent to superintend the ex
225
Foster land
110
Settler’s lot No. 10 163 $1,200 $24.00
4 00 penditure thereof.
200
C. F. Blanchard,
100
Sumner J Wyman
C.
F.
Blanchard,
On Letter E., the sum of $207.50, as
2 00
100
Settler’s lot No. 11 53
4.00 follows, to wit:—
119 1-2 200
lot No. 5
Sumner J. Wyman
Owners
No. Acres
Val.
Tax
5.00 C. F. Blanchard,
250
Settler’s lot No. 13 112
3.00 International
98 1-2 150
Skeetup lot
Sumner J. Wyman
100
2.00
40
C. F. Blanchard
Paper Co.
17,292 $51,876 $207.50
Grant mill privi
.80 Blanchard &
40
lege and lot
12
To
be
expended
in repairing the roads
3.00
150
40
Wilder
F. J. D. Barnjum,
therein,
and
B.
F.
Beal of Phillips is
4.00
200
65
800 16.00 John Townsend
Settler's lot No. 1 160
appointed agent to superintend the ex
1.00
50
30
John
TownBend
F. J. D. Barnjum,
penditure thereof. .
8.00
400
Settler's lot No. 2
80
To be expended on the roads therein,
And it is hereby ordered by us the
F. J. D. Barnjum,
and Harry N. Ferren of Weld is ap said County Commissioners, that notice
7.00 pointed agent to superintend the ex of said assessments be published as re- '
350
Settler’s lot No. 3
70
F. J. D. Barnjum,
penditures thereof.
quired by law.
1-2 Settler’s lot
On Perkins Plantation, the sum of
H. W. COBURN.
4.10
205
41 1-2
No. 5
$183.60 as follows, to wit:—
H. H. LANDERS,
F. J. D. Barnjum,
C. T. CAY,
Tax
Val.
Owners
No.
Acres
1-2 Settler’ s lot
County Commissioners of
$300 $6.00
60
4.50 Peter Merchant
225
45
No. 6
the County of Franklin.
10.00
500
60
George
Welch
F. J. D. Barnjum,
A
true
copy,
370
7.40 American Enamel
Settler’s lot No. 4
74
Attest:
B. M. SMALL, Clerk
Co., Hildreth mill
F. J. D. Barnjum,
44.00
2,200
20
and
land
12.20
610
Settler’s lot No. 7 122
J. Kendall York,
F. J. D. Barnjum,
Uniimipeadliiafbile— If you were to see
Asa Adams farm 350 1,400 28.00
6.60
330
66
Settler’s lot No. 8
the unequalled volume of unimpeadi.
John O. Legroo
F. J. D. Barnjum,
able testimony in favor of Hood’s Sar
estate, house and
460
9.20
Settler’s lot No. 12 92
s'-oari-lla, you would upbraid, yourself
250
5
00
5
lot
F. J. D. Barnjum,
for so long delaying to talk® this ef
3.70 C. F. Blanchard,
37 1-2 185
Settler’ s lot No. 9
150
3.00 fective medicine for thait blood dis
65
Kelley land
Great Northern
C. F. Blanchard,
Paper Co., 2 Cottages
ease from whiiidh you are suffering. ,
250
5.00
123
Hellen lot
1.00
50
and lots
— —■
1
--------------' ■fll
C. F. Blanchard,
Carrabasset TimberH. C. McKeen
land Co., S. E. quar5.00
160
250
land
ter as divided by
S. J. Court
6,060 12,000 240.00 C. F. Blanchard,
part of Hildreth
Carrabasset Timber
10
.50
25
land
land Co., N. E. quarmy back,” writes Solomon Bequette,
Roy Ellsworth,
ter as divided by
Flat River, Mo.
“ I got a 50<? box cf
Charles Newell
FREEMAN VALLEY
S. J. Court .
4,380 10,000 200.00
Phillips, Maine.
Foley Kidney Pills and they straight Carrabasset Timber
850 17.00
125
farm
ened me right up.
I
recommend
Roy Ellsworth,
75
1.50
41
land Co., N. W.
Monuments, Headstones,
George Newell,
quarter as divided
them to all who have kidney trou
old school house
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
bv S. J. Court 5,600 11,000 220.00
Bad colds seem to be the prevailing ble.”
Rheumatic achles and pains,
.20
4
10
and lot
style, as nearly everybody has one.
soreness- and stiffness, sleep disturb Walter Rogers,
and
1.00
50
25
350
7.00 C. F. Blanchard
Miss Lulle Heath- and Miss Hunt ing bladder trouble, yield quickly to Settler’ s lot No. 15 77
Estate of Bert
Elizabeth L. Huse,
Cemetery
W
ork o f all Kinds
were the guests of the former’s sist Foley Kidney Pills.—Floyd E. Parker.
150
3.00
30
3.00
Lothrop
150
mill and land
15
er, Mrs. Henry Mayo one day last
M. L. Mitchell,
John H. Peary
35
250
5.00
week.
ROAD A SSESSM EN T S.
150
1
3.00 C. F. Blanchard,
house and lot
P. H. Stubbs estate,
Jos. G. Knowles
The Misses Mina and Leola Durrell
PH ILLIPS
ME.
300
6.00
hotel and lot
place
20
75
1.50
of Strong have been visiting their
State of Maine.
All
orders
by
mail
or
in
pera>»
Kingfield
&
Dead
10
.20
Mrs. O. Hammond
5
grandmother, Mrs. Mlittie J. Durrell
i W. W. Wilkins estate,
River R. R. Co.
promptly attended to.
and other relatives in town.
[Seal]
FRANKLIN COUNTY SS:
200
4.00
stations, etc.
N. part lot 3,
Miss Ev-a Collins recently spent a Court of County Commissioners—
range 2
80
600 12.00
George Woodcock,
December Term, A. D. 1915.
few days with her friend, Mrs. Al
house and lot
250
5.00 John F. Blanchard,
On the first day of the present term, W. C. Record,
120
200
4.00
lot 4, range 1
beit Huff.
being the 28th day of December, A. D.
300
70
6.00
house and lot
200
4.00 Jones Brothers,
Henry Mayo is cutting birch this 1915, we, the subscribers, County Com
Headquarters for everything
John F. Blanchard,
E. A. Davis,
winter.
missioners for said County o f Franklin,
lot 7, range 5
160
320
6.40
saw mill and lot
10
.20
in the hardware line
Dyke Curtis was a business caller having by one or more of our board in F. J. D. Barnjum,
Frank Holt
20
100
2,00
the month of September, A. D. 1915,
Evans & Owen*
Height of Land
in Madrid one day last week.
Lumbermen's and Blacksmith’i
made an annual inspection of all the
Merchant
farm
5
30
.60
200
500 10.00
Easter Robbins is working for Hen County roads in the unincorporated
Maurice A. York
203
500 10.00 Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
Prouty & Miller,
ry Mayo.
townships and tracts of land in said
Flora E. York
115
200
4.00
S. W. quarter as
Charles Stevens- is helping Eld County of Franklin, having thereupon
J. K. York
10
.70 Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport
divided by S. J.
35
made an estimate of the amounts need
Smith haul his pulpwood to Salem.
Court
4,260 11,000 220.00
To be expended on the main road ing Goods, Paints, Oils, VarnisH,
Henry Mayo made a business- trip t ed to put them in repair so as to be safe E. S. Rogers,
leading from Weld to Wilton, and on Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
and
convenient
for
public
travel,
have
lot No. 14
139
350
7.00 the road leading to the Charles Newell
Farmington last Friday.
assessed upon the following unincorpor
farm, so called, and Harry N. Ferren Automobile Supplies, etc.
Mrs. Cora Hutchins who spent ated townships and tracts of land in said A. B. Martin.
1-2 lot No. 5
41 1-2 205
4,10 of Weld is appointed agent to superin
Christmas with her parents in New County of Franklin, exclusive of water
We buy for the lowest spot cash
A. B. Martin,
tend the expenditure thereof.
Portland returned to her school at and land reserved for public use, for
prices and give our customers the
1-2 lot No. 6
45
225
4.50
the
repair
of
the
County
roads
therein,
On the road leading over Dodge Hill
Starbird Corner, Monday.
Eugene L Perry,
benefit of the same.
during the year 1916, the following
cottage and lot
200
4.00 in said Perkins township, the sum of
Mrs. Gilbert Foss spent Christmas sums, to wit:—
$155.70, as follows, to wit
■with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Join1
To be expended on the roads therein, Owners
On the South Half of No. 4, Range 3,
No. Acres
Val.
Tax
Ellsworth in Salem.
B. K. P., the sum of $640.00, as follows, as follows, to wit: $553.30 on the road J. S. Merchant
230 $1,000 $20.00
from
Kingfield
line
to
No.
4,
R
2
line;
Several attended tine Christmas en to wit:—
James Merchant
120
320
6.40
No. Acres
tertainments at Saltern. Everyone re Owners
Val.
Tax and from the former site of Grant’ s O. C. Merchant
75
250
5 00
mill
to
Carrabasset
station;
and
Geo'
ge
L. T. Hinds
400 $1,600 $32.00
Charles Cushman
ports a nice time.
160
600 12.00
Woodcock of said Jerusalem Township
70
450
9.00
William Horrick
320 1,400 28.00
Charles Huff recently had
the M. J. Stevens
is
appointed
agent
to
superintend
the
200
900 18.00
W. C. Cushman,
misfortune to lose one of his work Joseph Fotter
A L L KIN DS OF
expenditure thereof: and $500.00 on the
F. C. Burrell
20
Hatcn farm
300
6.00
130
300
6.00
horses.
road
leading
from
Carrabasset
R.
R.
Coburn Heirs,
C. F. Blanchard,
station in said No. 3, R. 2, B. K. P. to
Charles Huff wilt celebrate hi® 84th
Inc.
2.200
7,000 140.00
Mary J. Cushman
Somerset County line, and the Dead
birthday January 26.
He will be E. B. Hill,
place
160
250
5.00
Heirs
pleased to receive post cards from
2,200,
7,000 140.00 River road from said line to Highland C. F. Blanchard,
Plan.,
and
Bert
Witham
of
Dead
River
those that care to send them.
His Philbrick <&
log house lot
86
150
3.00
Butler
4,800
14,400 288.00 is appointed to superintend the ex- C. F. Blanchard,
address is, Mr. Charles Huff, Strong,
peniture thereof.
0. & Allen
Skeetup place
140
280
5.60
Maine, R. F. D. No. 1.
Blanchard
80
On Washington Plantation, so called, C. F, Blanchard,
350
7.00
Russell Bros. &
being a part of No. 4, the sum of
Lakin Hill
FREEMAN.
Estes Co.
2
400
8.00 $123.70, as follows, to wit —
380
pasture
300
6.00
To be expended as follows, to wit: in Owners
No. Acres
Val.
Tax C. F. Blanchard,
Jan. 5.
repairing the roads leading through the W. E. Dodge
Lakin place
40
$700 $14.00
80
1.60
173
Phillips,
Maine
Warren Brack!ey had tine miistfor- same, and L. T. Hinds of No. 4, R. 3, C. F. Blanchard,
C. F. Blanchard,
and
is
appointed
agent
to
superintend
the
Anderson land
Gilbert Miller lot 120
180
50
100
3.60
2.00
,tune to break: his leg while crossing
STRONG - MAINE.
C. F. Blanchard,
C. F. Blanchard,
some ice last Friday.
Dr. Belli of expenditures thereof.
On No. 4, Range 2, B. K. P. the sum
lot
4,
range
6
R.
1
and
2
lot
6
160
40
100
300
6.00
2.00
Strong was called to set the bones, H^
of $912.00 as follows, to wit:—
C. F. Blanchard,
C. F. Blanchard,
is as comfortable a® can be expect
Henry Holman
R. 1, lot 7,
117
250
Owners
No. Acres
5.00
Val.
Tax
ed.
Fred Wilkins
land
70
100
30
2.00
60
1.20
Prouty &
Mis®' ELlie Richards of Farming15
100
2.00 C. F. Blanchard and
Miller
2,000 $4,000 $80.00 Arthur Chase
North & Mosher,
ton recently visited her sister, Mrs. Great Northern
Samuel McLaugh
house and lot
lin, Crocker farm 160
200
50
480
9 60
4.00
Alex Campbell and ether friends here
Paper Co. 129,760 40,000 800.00
Office over National Bank.
Horace North &
Gates & Harlow
30
100
2.00
Garret Schenck,
a few day®.
Leon
Mosher
200
Henry
Holman
60
3.00
80
150
4.00
part of height
Phillips,
Maine
Leon Brigigs of Watervilfle
spent
N. S. Stowell,
of land farm
200
1,200 24.00 American Enamel
Both
’
Phones
part of hie Christmas, vacation at F.
Co.
500 10.00
lot 6, range 6
169
160
400
8.00
Kingfield & Dead
C. F. Blanchard,
H. L. Tobin,
River R. R.
Kelly farm
120
350
Holman land
25
75
7.50
1.50
Co.
Stations etc.
400
8.00
SAVES BOY FROM GRAVE
Ci F. Blanchard,
Fred
Cram,
J. BLAINE MORRISON
To be expended in repairing the roads
Mrs. Jennie Bowen of Meredith, N.
Kelly farm
140
350
homestead farm 130
7.50
600 12.00
therein,
and
F.
C.
Burrell
of
No.
4,
H., writes this kind of letter: “ You
35 • 150
Wilkins & Mosher 156
450
3.00
9.00 Berlin Mills Co.
have helped my little boy. He would Range 3, is appointed agent to super F. T. Daisey
C. F. Blanchard,
50
25
1.00
intend
the
expenditure
thereof.
have been in his grave before long. ”
school lot
Murray Derby
160
30
100
320
6.40
2.00
Some symptoms of worms are: De
On No 3, R. 2, B. K. P., Jerusalem
50
250
To be expended on the road over Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life InenraM
5.00
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour Township, the sum o f $1,053.50 as fol- John Adams
Nathan Severy
100
35
2.00 Dodge Hill and James Merchant of said
stomach, offensive breath, hard and
^533^ full belly with occasional
Township is appointed agent to super
JS “ A gripings and pains about the
intend the expenditure thereof.
H O W TO C U R E C O L D S
m
navel, pale face of leaden
On the west half of No. 6 township,
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
N. of Weld and between Phillips and
Avoid exposure and draft®.
Eat
twitching eyelids, itching of
Byron, the sum of $500.00, as follows,
DENTIST
g ^ tp S S i^ th e nose, itching of the rec- right.
Take Dr. King’® New Discov
to w it:—
and
Carriage
Repairing
and
' Jji^tum, short dry cough, grind- ery.
It is prepared from Pin© Tar,
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 4.
Evenings bj
Trade Mark ing of the teeth, little red
Owners and
No.
appointment.
points sticking out on tongue, starting 'healing balsam®- and mild laxative®. Painting done in first-class Description
Acres
Val.
Tax
D- King’s New Discovery kills and
during sleep, slow fever.
Berlin Mills Co.,
I f you have the least suspicion that your child expels the cold germs, soothe®
the manner by
first front tier
5000 Cords
is troubled with stomach worms or pin worms,
put him on the road to good health by using Dr. irritated throat and alllay® inflam
of lots on south
Peeled Spruoe. Fir and Poplar PulpTrue’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and worm exwood wanted, delivered at any station
side of said west
Search as you will, you ca
peller. This remedy has been on the market for mation.
over 60 years. Good for adults also. A t all deal
half of No. 6
4,000 $1§,000 $200.()0 on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
not
find
a
better
cough
and
cold
ers. 35c, 50c and $1.00. Advice free.
between Farmington and Rai^eley and
George W. Blanchard
remedy. It® use over 45 year® i® a*
betwwn Strong and Salom,
&
Son
Co.,
all
of
RANGELEY,
MAINE
guarantee of satisfaction.
AUBURN, MAINE
$
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me
said west half ex

M. Weymoutih’e.
Miiisis Hazel Weymouth returned to
P h illip s
R e a de rs C a n
No
L o n g e r lier home in Kimgfield December 24,
D oubt the Evidence.
having closed a successful term of
school with a Christmas tree for tHre
This Phillips citizen testified long children which they all enjoyed very
much.
ago.
Told of quick relief—of undoubted
benefit.
LAST MADRID
The facts are now confirmed.
Such testimony is complete—the
Mrs. W. F. Sweetser visited at Elevidence conclusive.
It forms convincing proof of merit. win McLaughlin's one day Hast week.
Bara Wheeler has purchased
the
John W. Kennedy, Phillips, says:
"I suffered from kidney trouble for Ira Wing place of F. J. D. Barnjum.
Miss Bertha Moody is at work for
years and at times was hardly able
to get about. The action of my kid Mrs. George Barnjum.
A crew of men is at work on the
neys was irregular. Although I doc
tored and took different medicines, mill at Barnjum and we understand
I wasn’t helped.
Finally, someone they expect to begin sawing in the
advised me tO' take Doan’s
Kidney near future.
Ezra Wheeler has finished work on
Pills and I got some at Preble’s
Drug Store. They helped me in ev the railroad and has begun cutting
ery way. They seemed to clear my birch.
Mrs. Croteau of Phillips has been a
system of uric acid poison and they
guest of her son, Paul at S. L. Mealso relieved the pains.”
OVER THREE YEARS LATER Mr. cham’s for the past week.
Miss Vangle Welts returned to her
Kennedy said: ‘‘I have used Doan’s
Kidney Pills occasionally since giv school at Phillips Monday.
Lester Gould is at work for W. F.
ing my former endorsement and they
have always given me
prompt re Sweetser on the railroad.
iMliss Leathers of Lewiston was the
lief."
Price 50c at all dealers.
Don’t week-end guest of Miss Jennie Wheel
simply ask for a kidney remedy er.
—get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
that Mr. Kennedy had. Foster-MilDOVVN O N H I S B A C K
bum Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
“ About two years ago I got down on
D O U B L Y P FIO V EN

No. Franklin .
Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.
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have grown fagged, on the "third vies could attend if she liked. She
page, the solid banking gentleman, went into her own room, and took a
who had not made a nervous motion drink of water, and sat down for thirty
since his grandfather was a boy, or forty seconds; then she went into
looked up with a start.
Gail’s suite, where she found that
“ Why, this affects my own coun young lady, all unconscious of the
try!" he exclaimed. “ It affects our honor which was about to befall her,
enormous shipping interests, our great reading a six-hundred-page critique of
By
transportation lines, our commercial Chopin’s music, and calmly munching
ramifications in all parts of the globe! chocolates out of a basket decorated
George Rvndolph Chester
It
cripples us on the land and wipes with eight shades of silk roses.
and Lillian Chester
us from the sea! It even affects my
“ Sit down and have a chocolate,
own government!”
Aunt Helen,” hospitably offered Gail,
“ Quite true,” admitted Allison. slipping a marker in her book.
I l l u s t r a t e d b y O . C , Rhodes
The
banking gentleman drew a
Mrs. Davies consumed a great deal
long breath
of time in selecting a chocolate, but
(Copyright 1914 by Red Book Corporation)
“ What you predict may not come to she did not sit down.
pass,” he maintained, although the se
“ Shall you be at liberty this evening,
S Y N O P S IS .
cret information which had brought' Gail?” she inquired, with much care
Chapter I—At a vestry meeting of him to Allison had prepared him to
lessness.
the Market Square church Gail Sar- take every statement seriously.
“ Why?” and Gail, whose feet were
“ I can show you proofs! The war stretched out and crossed, in lazy ease,
*ent listens to a discussion about
the sale of the church tenements to which is to be started next month Is looked up at her aunt sidewise from
Edward E. Allison, local traction only the keystone of the political arch under her curving lashes.
Mrs. Davies hesitated a moment.
tmg, aad when asked her opinion of of the entire eastern hemisphere.
There are a dozen wars, each bigger
“ Houston Van Ploon would like to
the church by Rev. Smith Royd, says
than the other, slated to follow, if
■t is apparently a lucrative business needed, like the pressing of a row of call.”
“Are they still downstairs?” Gail
enterprise.
electric buttons.
Knowing these suddenly unveiled her eyes, and
Chapter II—Allison takes Gail rid- things as you shall, it is only a ques brought her slippers squarely in front
Hg in his motor car.
When he sug tion of whether you will be with me of her divan. Also she sat bolt up
gests he is entitled to rest on the on the crest, or in the hollow.”
right.
The caller moistened his lips, and
“ Yes,” and Mrs. Davies betrayed
ijurels of hi® achievements, she asks
turned his gaze finally from the glow signs of nervousness.
the disturbiae- question:
“ W hy?”
ing coals to Allison’s face.
“Are they making the appointment
Chapter III—Gail, returning to her
“ Show me everything you know,” for Houston?”
Uncle Jim’s home from her drive he demanded.
“ Yes.” The word drawled.
with Allison, finds cold disapproval
They sat together until morning,
“Why?” and Gail’s brown eyes be
io the eyes of Rev. Smith Boyd, who and they traversed the world; and, gan to crackle.
is calling there.
when that visitor had gone, Allison
Mrs. Davies thought it better to sit
Chapter IV—At a bobsled
party gave his globe a contemptuous whirl. down.
“ My dear, a great honor has come
The balance of them were hut mat
Gail finds the world uncomfortably
full of men, and Allison tell® Jim Sar ters of detail. With a certain pride to you.”
Gail leaned forward towards her
gent that hi® new ambition is to ful arrogance, of which he himself
aunt, and tilted her chin.
was
aware,
he
reflected
that
now
he
conquer the world.
“ Houston wants to propose, and he’s
could almost leave these minor pow
Chapter V—Allison starts a cam<- ers and potentates and dignitaries to a sent nis father and sister to find out
jaip for consolidation and control secretary
if he may!” she charged.
of the entire transportation system
“ Yes,’* acknowledged Mrs. Davies,
Intoxicated with a sense of his
of the world.
own power, he went back into his driven past the possibility of delay or
CHAPTER VI—Gail becomes popu-1 study, and drew from a drawer the preparation, and feeling herself unjust
lw and Aunt Helen thinks it neces photograph of a young and beautiful ly on the defensive.
“ I shall not be at home this eve
sary to advise her as to matrimon-1 girl, who seemed to look up at him,
out of an oval face wreathed with wav ning,” announced Gail decisively, and
ml probabilities.
I
ing brown hair, and set with beautiful ®tretched out her feet again, and
Chapter VII—Allison gains control
ly curved lips which twitched at the crossed her little gray slippers, and
of transcontinental traffic and ar corners in a half sarcastic smile, from took a chocolate. “Or any other eve
ranges to absorb the Vedder court two brown eyes, deep and glowing and ning,” she added.
Mrs. Davies lost her flutter imme
tenement property of Market Square fraught with an intense attractiveness.
Every morning he had looked at this diately. This was too stupendously
H ; '
Chapter VIII—Gail visits Vedder photograph, the priceless crown of his serious a matter to be weakly treated.
“ My dear, you don’t understand!”
court, and meeting Boyd there, tells achievement, the glittering jewel to
she protested, not in anger, but in pa
him that the cathedral.
Market set in the head of his scepter, the
tient reason. “ Houston Van Ploon has
beautiful medallion of his valor!
Square church proposes to build will
“ Only a little longer, Gail,” he told been the unattainable match of New
be out of profits wrung from squal-;
her with a smile, and then he saluted York. He is a gentleman in every par
0:.
the photograph. “ Gail, the maker of ticular, a desirable young man In every
Chapter IX—Gail become® the cen maps!” he said.
respect, and gifted with everything a
young girl would want. He has so
ter of magnetic attraction for tlhe
much money that you could buy a
CHAPTER X X.
men of her aunt’s social set.
kingdom and be a queen, if you chose
Chapter X—At a meeting of the
to
amuse yourself that way. He has a
T
h
e
W
orld
at
G
a
il's
Feet.
seven financial magnates of the conn
Callers for Mrs. Helen Davies, and dignified old family, which makes mere
try, Allison organizes the Internat
a huge bouquet of American beauties social position seem like an ignomini
ional Transportation Company.
for Gail. Into the Louis XIV room, ous scramble for cotillion favors; and
Chapter XI—Rev. Smith Boyd tun- j where Nicholas Van Ploon and Miss it is universally admitted that he is
dertakee Gail’si spiritual instruction Van Ploon sat with unusual impres the most perfect of all the Van Ploons
and Gail unconsciously gives Allison siveness, Mrs. Davies came arrayed for many generations. Not exception
&hint that solves the Vedder court in the black velvet afternoon gown ally clever; but that is one of the rea
whicn gave her more stateliness and sons the Van Ploons are so particular
wobleqn for him.
more
impressive dignity than anything to find a suitable matrimonial alliance
Chapter XII—On an
inspection
in
her
wardrobe. Miss Van Ploon, I for him.”
trip in Allison’s new subway the tun- i
Gail, nibbling daintily at her choco
who was a true member of the family,
■el caves in and imprisons the party in that she considered the Van Ploon j late, closed her eyelids for a second,
who are rescued by Allison and Boyd entity before any individual, quite ap- | the long, brown lashes curved down on
Chapter XIII—The newspaper ac proved of Mrs. Davies, and was in no her cheeks, and from beneath them
counts of the accident in the sub- wise jealous of being so distinctly out there escaped a sparkle like the snap
way place Gail iax the spotlight and shone in personal appearance. Nich- of live coals, while the corners of her
olas Van Ploon also surveyed Mrs. ( lips twitched in that little smile which
drive her to her heme in the west.
she kept for her own enjoyment.
Chapter XIV—Dick
Rod ley
is Davies with a calculating eye, and 1
“You cannot appreciate the compli
bobbed his round head slightly to him
sent to lure Gail and Arly back to self. He had canvassed Mrs. Helen ment which has been paid you, Gail.
New York, and succeeds.
Davies before, and had discussed her Every debutante for the past five
Chapter XV—In the midst of a in family council, but this was a final years has been most carefully consid
strugie with the dregs of humanity view, a dress parade as it were.
ered by the Van Ploons, and I sincere
in Vedder court Rev. Smith . Boyd
Half an hour later Mrs. Helen Da ly believe this to be the first time
suddenly finds that he is a real liv vies, leaving her guests in the Louis they have unanimously agreed on a
XIV room, paused at the head of the choice. It is a matter of eugenics, Gail,
ing—and lowing—man.
but in addition to that, Mr. Van Ploon
Chapter XVI—'Boyd proposes
to stairs to calm herself. The Mrs. Waverly-Gaites’ annual faded into dim ob assures me that Houston is most fer
foil but, on the verge of acceptance,
scurity. Mrs. Waverly-Gaites would vently interested.”
*e remembers their religious dif
“ How careless of them,” criticized
ferences and refuses.
Gail. “ They have neither asked for
Chapter XVII—Through Allison's
my measurements nor examined my
teeth.”
connivance with the political boss,
“Gail!” Her chaperon and sponsor
Vedder court is condemned by the
was both shocked and stern.
city as unsanitary.
“I positively decline to even discuss
CHAPTER XVIII—Rev. Smith Boyd
the Van Ploon eugenics,” stated Gail,
proposes to the vestry to replace the
pushing aside her chocolates, while a
old Vedder Court buildings with mod
red spot began to appear on her
erntenements.
cheeks. “ I shall not, as I stated be
fore, be at home to Houston Van Ploon
CHAPTER XIX—ARiison makes ar
this evening—or any other evening.”
rangements with, foreign represenitai“I shall not deliver that message,”
tas for the eanisiolidation of the
announced Mrs. Davies, setting her
transportation interests ,of the world.
lips. “As your present sponsor, I shall
insist that you take more time to con
(Continued from last week.)
sider a matter so important.”
The solidly" jowled banking gentle
“I shall Insist on refusing to con
man studied the glowing coals for two
sider it for one second,” returned Gail
minutes.
quietly. “I am very fond of Houston
Van Ploon, and I hope to remain so,
"I should be interested in learning
but I wouldn’t marry him under any
the exact details,” he finally suggest
ed.
circumstances. This Is firm, flat, and
final.”
Allison drew some sheets of paper
Mrs. Helen Davies dropped patient
froman Indexed file and spread them
reason instantly. She was aware of
before the financier. It was largely a
an impulsive wish that Gail were in
matter of credits in the beginning, ex
pinafores, and her own child, so she
tensions here, curtailments there, and
could box her ears.
a" on a scale so gigantic that both
“ Gail, you compel me to lose my pa
Seatlemen went over every item with
tience!” she declared. “When you
the imaginative minds of poets. In
came, I strained every influence 1
eTeiY line there was a vista of vast
■■®plres, of toppling thrones, of altered W h e n the V is it o r W a s Gone Alliso n possessed to have you meet the most
desirable eligibles this big city could
boundaries, of such an endless and
Gave the Globe a C on tem ptuous
offer, just as if you were my own
lifting panorama of governmental
W h irl.
daughter! I have succeeded in work
forces, that the minds of men less incred to the contemplation of commer- beg Gail on her bended, knees to at ing miracles! I have given you an
cial and political _ revolutions might tend the annual, and Mrs.JHelen Da opportunity to interest the very_best!

The Ball
o f Fire

I

-------- —

li

'You" have interested them, but I have curacy which- Gail had so often ad
never seen such extravagance in the mired. “ I never had so stinging a re-!
waste of opportunities! You have re proof as that little why. It did me!
fused men whom thousands in the more good than any sermon 1 ever
highest circles have sought; and now heard.”
you refuse the very choice of them
Gall looked at him in questioning1
all! What or whom do you want?”
perplexity. She could not gather what
Gail’s red spots were deepening, but he meant, hut she had a sense of some
she only clasped her knee in her inter thing big, and once more she was im-i
locked fingers, her brown hair waving pressed with the tremendous reserve
about her face, and her chin uptilted. force in the man. His clear gray eyesi
“You can’t always expect to retain were fixed on the road ahead, and thej
your youth, and beauty and charm!” very symbol of him seemed to be this
went on her Aunt Helen. “ You can’t driving; top speed, a long road, a
expect to come to New York every steady hand, a cool determination, a
year and look over the eligibles until sublime disregard of hills and valleys
you find one to suit your fastidious which made them all a level road.
1
taste! You’re capricious, you’re un
“Why? That word set me out on a
grateful, and you’re unsatisfactory!”
new principle that never, while I had
Gail’s eyes turned suddenly moist, strength in me, would I consider my
and the red flashed out of her cheeks, work finished, no matter how great an
“Oh, Aunt Helen!” she exclaimed in achievement I had made. I am still at
instant contrition. “I’m so very, very work.”
Something within her leaped up in
sorry that I am such a disappointment
to you! But if I just can’t marry Mr. answer to the thrill of exultation in his
Van Ploon, I can’t, can I? Don’t you voice. To have been the inspiration of
see?” She was up now and down great deeds, even by so simple an
again, sitting on a hassock in front of agency as the accidental use of a,
Mrs. Davies, and the face which she word, was in itself an exalting thing,
upturned had in it so much of beauti though an humbling one, too. And
ful appeal that even her chaperon and there were great deeds. She was surd
sponsor was softened. “I was nasty of that as she looked at him.
“When I was a boy I lived on an
a while ago, and I had no excuse for
it, for you have been loving and sin cient history,” he went on, with a
cere in your desire to make my future smile for the bygone dreamer he had
happy. I’m so very, very sorry! I’ll been. “ I wanted to be a soldier, a
tell you what I’ll do! You may go great general, a warrior, in the sturdy
down and tell Mr. Van Ploon and his old sense, and my one hero was Alex-I
daughter that I will see Houston this ander the Great, because he conqueredj
evening,” and then she smiled; “ but the world! That’s what I wanted to,
do. When I grew older, and found;
you mustn’t say, ‘with pleasure.’ ”
how small was the world which Alex
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The soft air which blew upon Gail’s ander had conquered, not much bigger
cheek was like the first breath of than the original thirteen states, II
spring, and there was the far-off grew rather disillusioned, particularly
prophecy of awakening in the very sun as I was working at about that timd
shine. as she sped out the river road, for a dollar and a quarter a day. li
with Allison in his powerful runabout' spent a few busy years, and had fori
"It’s glorious!” exclaimed Gail, her gotten the dream; then you said ‘why**
cheeks answering to the caress of the and it all came back.”
“ Hurry!” commanded Gail. “ Curi-I
air with a flush of blossomlike deli
1
cacy. She was particularly contented osity is bad for me.”
“Let me build it up, step by step,!
today. Allison had been so busy of
late, and she had missed him. With for you. Incidentally, I’ll give you some!
confidential news which you will be
all his strength, he was restful.
“I feel like a new man at this time reading in months to come. I hope,” 1
of the year,” returned Allison, glanc-; and he laughed, “ that you will not tell!
ing at Gail with cool appreciation. A' your friends the reporters about It.”
“ Cross my heart, I won’t,” she gayly!
car full of men passed them, and the
looks they cast in his runabout pleased; replied. The sting of her one big'
him. “Gail, do you remember the first newspaper experience had begun to
die away.
time we drove out here?”
“When you asked me why, 1 was
“ Indeed yes,” she laughed. “With
the snow in our eyes, and the roads trying to secure Vedder court for a
all white, with the lights gleaming terminal station for my city traction
through the flakes like arctic will-o’- lines. Vedder court quickly became,
the-wisps. We ran away that night, in my imagination, the terminal point
and dined at Roseleaf inn, and wor not only of the city traction lines, but
ried the folks to death, for fear we had of the world’s transportation. From
had an accident.”
, that I would run a railroad tube to the
“I had more than an accident that mainland, so that I could land passen
night,” said Allison. “ I had a total gers, not only in the heart of New
York, but at the platforms of every
wreck.”
Gail glanced at him quickly, but his street car and L and subway train.”
“ How wonderful!” exclaimed Gail,
face was clear of any apparent pur
pose. He was gazing straight ahead, ip enthusiasm. This was an idea she
his clean-cut profile, always a pleasant could grasp. “And have you secured
thing to look upon, set against the Vedder court?”
“It’s a matter of days,” he returned
shifting background of rocky banks as
if it were the one steadfast and unal carelessly. “The next step was the
terable thing in the universe; and he transcontinental line. I built it up,
piece by piece, and today, under my
was smiling introspectively. •
“It was about here that it hdp- own personal control, with sufficient
.pened,” he went on. “ I think I’d been stock to elect my own directors, who
bragging a little, and I think you | will jump when I crack the whip, I
meant to slyly prick my balloon, which posess a railroad line from the Atlan
I will admit seemed a kind and char tic to the Pacific so direct, so straight,
and so allied with ninety-five per cent
itable thing to do.”
“ What was it?” wondered Gail, try of the freight interests of the United
ing to recall that unimportant conver States that, within two years, there
sation.
< will not be a car wheel turning in
“Oh, a gentle intimation that I America which does not do so at the
hadn’t done so much,” he laughed. “I command of the A.-P. railroad. That
had just finished consolidating all the is the first step leading out of Vedder
traction cars in New York, subways, court. The news of that consolidation
L’s, and surface; and I felt cocky will be in tomorrow morning’s papers,
about it. I even remarked that I had' and from that minute on, the water
achieved the dream of my life, and in will begin to drip from railroad
tended to rest a while. All you said stocks.”
“ How about Uncle Jim’s road?” Gail
was, ‘Why?’ ” and his laugh pealed out.'
“I used to be conspicuous for im suddenly interrupted.
“ I am taking care of him,” he told
pertinence,” smiled Gail. “I’m trying
her easily. “From Vedder court run
to reform.”
“I’m glad you hadn’t started when I subways ‘alone the docks.”
met you,” returned Allison, steering
(To Be Continued)
around a sharp stone with the firm ac
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

The Sedgeley Store

G. W. Lufkin, cf Earn Clair, W is
Miss Bertha Poor of A ndover, wiieaoc
many of the Phillips ladies tead *4^ consin, is a recent arrival in Day
E d-1
pleasure of meeting while a gw est o f tona and is domiciled at the
M3,as Cornelia T. Crosby's
a
fe w murid Millar apartments at the corn--;
weeks ago, left last week f o r F lo r  er of Palmetto avenue and Cedar:
street.
This is Mr. Lufkin's first
ida, wh-ere she will pass1the w in te r.
Tthe week of prayer is b e in g
o b  visit to Daytona and he is captivated ;
with
the beautiful city.—Daytona' M en’ s 8-inch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
$1.75
served at the Methodist church.
Daily News.
Mr. Lufkin was- a for M en's 12-inch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
2.50
Miss Edith Hunter left
P h illip s ;
mer resident of Phillips and expects M en's 16-inch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
Saturday en route to Caimden, S. CL,
2.75
Ihe
MostP o p u l a r where she will be employed a s w a ft- j to return, here in the sipring to- make Boys' 7-inch leather top Snag Proof Rubbers,
1.75
it his future home.
H igh-'l be Shoe in
ressi in a hotel. She will g o in c o m 
B oys’ 7-inch leather top Rubbers, sizes 8 to 1,
1
.25
The annual business meeting of the
pany with, the head waiter and
his
Youths’ buckle and lace Rubbers, sizes 8 to 2,
U. S. A .
1.00
Union
Sunday
school
for
election
of
wife who were employed at th e R an - i
Boys' buckle and lace Rubbers, sizes 3 to 5,
1.00
geley
Lake House last sum m er
and officers and the transaction of any
T T ’ S the “ Panama"
other
business
which
may
properly
M
en’s
4-buckle
Overshoes,
F
wide,
1.75
several other young ladies.
of which the Regal
come before the meeting will be held Men's 4-buckle Overshoes, W wide,
2.00
The many friends of W. M. P a y s o n ,
Shoe C om pany has
a former assistant in, the
P h illip s Iin the Parish, Hou&q January 8 at ]y[en>s 4-buckle all rubber Gold Seal Overshoes,
3.50
7.30 p. mM. El Brackett, clerk.
made and sold millions.
Children’s 2-buckle overshoes,
High, school are pleased to s*ee 1
1.25
Mrs. A. B. Bilal,sdell cf Auburn is
T h e finest leathers and work
in town.
Men’s Rubbers to wear over shoes,
the guest of her s-on, Stanley Blaismanship are used in this shoe,
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field w e r e ti e |
Ladies’ high heel Rubbers,
deR and wife.
which is the pride of the
week-end guests, of Mr. and M rs. Si n |
Children’
s Rubbers,
Mrs.
Hammond
isvisiting
her
son
Regal Factories.
25c
ner Austin in SLewisiton.
M a s te r
and
wife,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
M.
Ham
T h e “ Panama” is roomy
Richard Field was the guest o f h is
mond.
| j 't j | |f|
and comfortable to the very end
aunt, Mrs. A. C. Norton in
> arMrs. O. H. Hensey has been con
of the shoe, but it is also ex
mington.
fined to her home by illness for a Men’ s 8-inch Moccasins, *
tremely stylish, making your
A v.ictroilla dance was e n jo y e d at few days past.
Men’ s 8-inch Moccasins with tap,
feet look two or three sizes
2.50
Wilbur hall Tuesday eveningMessrs.
Ira
Bel
yea
and
John
Hen
smaller.
Boys’t7-inch
Moccasins,
$1.00 and $1.50
*
Tflie village schools opened T u e s  nings, of Waterville are attending the
Panama—$ 4
day morning after the tw o
w e e k s automobile show in New York.
Black Calf Blucher; Short Fore
vacation.
Stanley Bllaisdell is employed
by
part; Raised T o e ; Broad Across
the Ball of the F oot; Medium
Fred Robinson of Farm ington is in the Pejepscct Paper Co. on
their Ladies’ high heel Boots,
$1.00
Height Heel.
town, where he is employed in pain t- operations near Redington.
Ladies’ high heel Boots, button or lace.
W e display the newest colors in
ing the interior cf the new r o o m s o f ! Mrs. Lionel Allen and two children
Men 'i Silk Hosierv to make an ap
the Phillips National Bank.
of Strong were the guests the latter
propriate lining f o r R E G A L
SHOES. SOc the pair.
Rand Harden is suffering w ith rhea* Part o f last week of their relatives in j
matism in, lip® arm and1wristPhillips.
Mrs. Allien also attended 1 web o f the b©st Flanii© l,
Exclusive Agency For
A dance will- be liel<f at
M adrid the meeting of Sherburne Chapter, |
R E G A L SHOES
Friday night. January 14, fo r th e ben- O. B. S. Friday evening,
efit of the Grange. Music b y W in g 's
Mis® Blanche Kenimistom was
Ladies’ Mackinaws,
$4.00
orchestra c f Phillips.
A bak ed bean Lewiston for the day last Friday,
Ladies’ Coats, marked down.
$5, $7, $9, $10, $12
supper will be served.
The Federated church w ill b o ld it s
TAYLOR HILL
annual meeting and supper a t
fcbe
Parish House Thursday even in g, J a n 
Jan. 5.
Gray, tan, white,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2, $3
uary 13.
Supper will be se rv e d at
Mr. and Mrs,. Burton Dickey en
6.30 o’clock.
All members- o f th e
tertained their daughter and husband,
church and their families arecor
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mitchell and little
dially invited.
'
; 'f
sen,, Burton, also Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Puffs o f good size and quality,
$1,50, $2.00, $2.50
Mrs. Dora Trufant of L isb on F a ils
Gamage, Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Luce
is tisiting her unde, W illiam S h e p 
and Mr. and Mrs. David Gray
of
ard and other friends.
wisH
m
c
o
t
An,SCIi
cn
Christmas
day.
The Socia-l Service Club
Gene Dickey and Venn Rialiard&on Ladies’ Fannelette House Dresses,
$1.00
in the Parish House Tuesday a ft e r 
are numbering at New Vineyard1 this
noon, January 11.
A good a tte n 
winter, i
dance is desired.
CharEeB Dickey was- a caller at his
Tihe W. C. T. U. meeting w iT
be
T&m*>erlaie|ccttage
at Porter
one day last
j held with Miss Luette
Friday, January 7 at 2.30 in th e a f  week.
Alfred Winslow is hauling
pulp
ternoon.
from Porter lake.
Hollis
-Holt
was
in
Madison
hast
$ 3 .0 0 .
Washburn Luce is hauling cord
week to attend the Duckworth -B rig g s
wood to Strong for Charles Thorn,p-1
wedding.
He was one o f th e
a t
son.
tendants of the groom.
Mrs. Nettie Fuller, who lias had!
stated meeting of
SiherbiEme
Chapter, O. E. S., will- be h eld
in a very bad sore hand the past few
Masonic hall Wednesday even in g, Jan weeks is a very little better.
A t the Clothing Store.
uary 12.
The King’s Daughters wilt
nie*et
INDUSTRY
w ith
Friday evening, January 7th
Mrs. Frank Tooth,aker and M rs. StamJan. 3.
B u t t e r ic K P a t te r n s in S to c K
ley Blaiisdell at the home o f
MLrs.
Earle Oliver lost a horse last
Tootihaker.
week.
Mr. Oliver has purchased
Mason Russell) of Rangeley s o p p e d
in town a day c-r two with M-s s is -!
J A N U A R Y ’S “ S L O W I N G U P ”
ter, Miss Bnima Russell, e-n r o u te t o I
Orcno whiere he wi-lil resu m e
li-is. Winter indoor idfe, heavy food and No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine
Farmers’ Tel.
Iirregular exercise cause a dull, tired
studies at the U. cf M.
Foley Cathartic
Tablets
Grand Matron Lillian M. P a in e o f feeling.
Farmington was tihe guest o f M rs. tone up the stomach and bowels, liv span of horses and is working for L.
>i i «
O. H. Hersey, Wcrtlhy
M a tron
c f en up the liver, cleanse the system Durr ell at Bigelow.
No. 5 Beal Block
of
Sherburne Chapter, O. E. S-,
whiffle and give the light, free feeling
A,ldeoi Collins is
gaining slowly.
proper digestion and good health. Dc His sister, Miss Florence Collins of
on her visit to Phiillllips.
not'gripe or nauseate.
Floyd E. Madison visited him a few days last
PHILLIPS,
M AINE
Parker.
week.
B R A IN B L O O D -S U P P L Y m u s t
b e j
GOOD.
Mrs. Amy Oliver is visiting rela
tives in Norridgewock.
The importance of having
pmre
The drama, “ The Country Doctor”
Agency for the
blood is perhaps never m ore de-e-p
will be presented at the Grange hall
will be given to the school
Universal Steam Laundry ly impressed on us than w hen vsre
January 15.
An old-fashioned baked
receiving the largest
girl
are told hy physiologists that if th e j
bean- supper will be served after the
brain is supplied with, impure b-Ic<©*d,
number o f votes this month.
drama.
nervous and bilious headache, c o n fu s 
Maurice Seavey c f Belfast
spent
Every 10c cash purchase
ion of ideas, loss of memory, impo/hr- !
Sunday with, his grandparents,
Mr.
ed intellect, dim-nesis of visacoa, a n d
during alterations and ad- «
gives you one vote.
and Mrs. John Seavey.
dullness of hearing, are expei-ience-d,
ditions to their present I
and in time the brain becom es
difis- j
building will be located in ;
GET
R ID
OF
A
RA C K l/ N G
LAorganized and the brittle thread
o»f ;
Beal Block in the rooms 1
G R IP P E C O U G H — IT W E A K 
life is broken.
over the stores o f C. F. ;
ENS.
The more we learn of tlue u s e fu l- I
Chandler & Son and Cony
ness of the ^great blood
pu-rifiecr, j
For the severe racking cough that
M. Hoyt.
Hood’s Sarsaipariliia, the m ore g ra te - !
comes witJth la-grippe, Foley’s Hon-|
t'ul we are for this old and s u c c e s s - j
ey and Tar Compound is wonderfully i
T h e R o y a l Ta i l o r s
ful family medicine, which has
ate- i
healing and soothing. R. G. Collins,
C H I C A G O -— N E W Y O R K
eompliished1 so much in
re m o v in g |
ex-postmaster, Barnegat, N. J., says: !
T R A C K M A R K R K eiS T K R B O
scrofula, rflieuma/tiism and catarrh, aurxd i
\
“ Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound i PEELED SPRUCE F IR AND
other blood diseases and coarreetiirig
Authorized
soon stopped the severe
la grippe]
PHILLIPS, • MAINE
run-down conditions of the systeaati.
POPLAR
cough- that completely exhausted me.
Resident Dealer
purifier, g-et
If you need a blood
It can't be beat.” Floyd E. Parker.
_____________________ Pulpw ood delivered f
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

RUBBERS

MOCCASINS

SHOES

OUTING FLAN N EL
COATS

BLANKETS
PUFFS

DRESSES

Regal shoes for

boys,

4 to 51-2,

WALES GOODYEAR RUBBERS
AND OVERSHOES

for children, misses, boys and men.

CARIBOU YARN

$1.15 a pound and all wool.

C. M. HOYT,

D. F. HOYT

CASH STORE

$ 5.00

IN GOLD

The
Phillips National Bank);

Open Saturday
Evenings.

; B E A N ’i
W a n ted

Phillips National Bank

Extra N ice Canned Peaches and
Pineapples.
at
TOOTH A K E R ’ S C A S H STORE

I have bought, the
! anY V ^ m t on line of Sandy
B A RBRRI NG A N D POOL River and Rangeley LaK$
business o f Samuel Desposito on Depot I
..
street, and Rhall keep a line o f cigars, R a i l r o a d ,
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks.
Open until 11 P. M.
HALEY

JAMES B. ROSS

Phillips,

_^

& FIELD

